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Over 35 years experience  
servicing Early Education

Local company supporting 
the Australian Economy

Owned and operated by  
the Dean family since 1987

AUSTRALIAN  
FAMILY BUSINESS

OUR SERVICE
It’s personal…..it reflects our family values  
of honesty & integrity

Our focus and passion is Early Education

Our committed team works with our  
customers to find solutions for their needs

We offer support to you on the phone with 
a friendly Customer service representative 
or in person from one of our local  
Account Managers

Our showroom is available to you  
anytime

PRODUCTS
Our emphasis is on quality & longevity

We are committed to supporting products  
from an ethical origin

Natural & Environmentally sourced from  
renewable resources

We work in partnership with our  
suppliers to get the best product at  
a competitive price

OUR RANGE
Is extensive……..

Art & Craft

Furniture

Educational Resources (Open ended  
play, Loose parts, Natural)

Outdoor Equipment

Everyday Consumables (Nappies,  
First Aid, Stationery, Detergent)

About Bellbird2
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Adult Furniture 
Home Corner 
Mats & Baskets 
Classroom & Storage 
Wooden Laminate Tables

Contents

Paper Straws 200mm  
119668W Complete Set 2000pk ....................................................................................................... $69.95
This complete set contains all 8 colours in the paper straw range.  

119668T Neutral Colours 1000pk .............  $36.95
Contains 4 Neutral coloured 250pks, Black, White, 
Kraft Brown and Green & White Stripes.  

119668V Bright Colours 1000pk ...............  $36.95
Contains 4 Bright coloured 250pks, Red & White 
Stripes, Blue & White Stripes, Yellow & White Stripes 
and Orange & White Stripes.  

Wooden & Recycled  
Cardboard Flower Press

 137140 14 x 14 x 6cmH .............................................................................................................. $24.95
Using this wooden press with recycled cardboard, is an easy way of preserving the beautiful colours and shapes of 
many varieties of flowers, herbs and leaves. Children will be able to press the items they found while out walking and 
exploring to create cards, drawings or other art projects.  

Paper straws are by far the most environmentally friendly straw available, particularly when compared to 
plastic, as they breakdown faster and are safer for our marine environment. Made from a 3 ply premium 
food grade Kraft paper, with no waxes, and only 0.6% food grade glue, our range of paper straws can be 
universally considered compostable and biodegradable. These straws are FSC Certified (Forest Stewardship 

Council), so the paper used to make them is sourced from sustainable forests in a controlled environment.

Seasonal Natural Play Dough Kit

 137146 ...................................................................................................................................... $49.95
Just add play dough, clay or any other modelling agent to utilise these resources. Objects have been selected for their 
play ability such as Australian native pods which have unusual shapes, textures and scents. Children can explore texture 
and transference through imprinting the objects images into modelling materials. Additionally, wooden modelling tools 
(knives and cutting board) are provided.  
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Ernie Adult Sofa  
159790 1 Seater Blue/Grey ...................  $399.95
 Size: 80 x 75 x 84cmH 

159791 3 Seater Blue/Grey ................... $699.95
 Size: 186 x 75 x 84cmH 

Ernie Adult Sofa Suite  
159791S Blue/Grey 2pcs ....................  $1,049.95
Contains 1 x 1 seat sofa and 1 x 3 seat sofa.  
159791T Blue/Grey 3pcs ....................  $1,399.95
Contains 2 x 1 seat sofa’s and 1 x 3 seat sofa.  

Ernie Adult Sofa Suite
The elegant adult sized Ernie sofa range features a contemporary design with a studded button detail 
giving it a unique quality. Perfect for foyer, staff or baby feeding areas or anywhere adult sized sofa’s 
are appropriate. Affordable, durable and modern, it can be purchased as a single seat chair or 3 seat 
sofa for the perfect lounge suite. The Ernie seating range has been treated with a fabric protection for 
protection against stains and accidental damage to retain the natural feel and appearance.

treated 
with fabric 
protection

Zara Adult Chair with Linen Look

 

159796 ............................................... $329.95
A stunning chair made from Rubberwood in a linen 
look fabric, that is very functional and comfortable. 
With its high back support and wide arm rests, this is 
a lovely feeding chair for the nursery or a comfortable 
seat in foyer or staff areas. Treated with a fabric 
protection for protection against stains and accidental 
damage to retain the natural feel and appearance.  
Size: 74 x 69 x 98cmH 

treated 
with fabric 
protection

Upholstered  
Wooden Adult  
Bench Seat

 160061 ....................................................................................................................................  $269.95
This adult sized, contemporary upholstered bench seat will add style and luxury to your centre. Use it to enhance your 
foyer or entrance way, or use for extra seating around the classroom. Made from Mango wooden legs with a soft beige 
coloured serviceable fabric seat. Needs minor assembly. 50cm seat height. Size: 117 x 38 x 50cmH 

Mango Wooden Adult Large Bench Seat  
160062 ..................................................................................................................................  $359.95
This adult sized, natural wooden bench seat will add style and luxury to your service. Use it to enhance your foyer 
or entrance way, or use for extra seating around the classroom. Made with a solid Mango wooden seat with black 
powder coated steel legs. Needs minor assembly. 46cm seat height. Size: 160 x 40 x 46cmH 

Billy Kidz Birch  
Three Way Large Mirror

 

159732 ..............................................  $299.95
This free standing 3 way mirror is a truly multi-purpose 
item to explore reflection and light, it can be used 
as a room divider or to create a quiet space with 
cushions and blankets. Note: As with all mirrors this 
product has the potential to collect and/or reflect UV 
rays from the sun, so in certain conditions there may 
be a potential risk of fire. To minimise this risk keep 
the product away from direct sunlight at all times.  
Size: 230 x 2 x 75cmH 

solid birch 
frame

stainless steel 
reflective panels

quality 
reversible 
hinges

75cm

75cm
manoeuvre to create reflections and patterns

Adult Furniture44
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Billy Kidz Round Wooden Table  
135603A with 4 Green Padded Stools .................................................. $539.95
Made from Birch Ply Wood, this multi-purpose 76cm table with 4 padded stools can 
be used for craft activities, dining and playing. The 35cmH stools are padded with soft 
foam for added comfort and all fit perfectly under the table when it’s pack up time and 
each stool has a handy storage compartment.  Size: 76 x 70 x 51cmH 

A very versatile and favourite multifunctional play piece to allow children to develop their 
imagination. Made from Birch Ply, use the complete unit to create a cosy cubby, cave, or 
a quiet reading corner. Alternatively roll back the curtain/s over the storage unit to use as 
a shop, library, kitchen or puppet stand!  Size: 202 x 94 x 124cmH 

quiet reading 
corner

Billy Kidz Wooden Goteborg Sofa  
135663 Single Seat ..............................  $199.95
 Size: 45.5 x 49.5 x 55cmH 
135664 Double Seat ............................  $279.95
 Size: 83 x 49.5 x 55cmH 
135663T 2pc Set (Single & Double) .........  $439.95
135664T 3pc Set (2 Singles & Double) .....  $619.95
This super comfortable, child-sized Birch Ply sofa set is 
a must have for any quiet reading area or home corner 
setting. With a padded, easy to wipe clean and hard 
wearing vinyl cover, it is durable to withstand the rigours 
of a classroom while offering a stylish and relaxing 
seating alternative. The two piece set contains a single 
seat (Arm Chair) and double seat (Sofa), whilst the larger 
three piece set has two single seats and a double seat.

Billy Kidz Cozy Sofa Suite
Ideal for classrooms, the Billy Kidz Cozy 
Sofa Suite range is modular and therefore 
can fit most spaces perfectly and can also 
be used to create larger children friendly 
social environments. The clean lines of the 
sofas are further enhanced by vibrant and  
earth coloured, double-stitched waterproof 
PU leather. The frames are built for strength 
and feet are designed to reduce scratching of 
timber floors. Sizes: Double seat - 100 x 55 
x 55cmH; Single seat - 55 x 55 x 55cmH; 
Corner seat - 55 x 55 x 55cmH. 

Billy Kidz Cozy Sofa Suite 3pcs  
159609 Avocado 3pcs............. $459.95
159622 1 Seater ........................$139.95
159623 2 Seater .......................$209.95
159624 Corner Seat .........................$169.95

endless  
combinations

Billy Kidz Birch Bench Seat  
135660 Short 70cm .............................. $124.95
 Size: 70 x 33 x 30cmH 

135661 Long 120cm ............................. $149.95
A highly functional Bench Seat, beautifully made 
from Birch Ply timber, will be a great addition to any 
classroom. It can be used as a stand alone relaxation 
or reading seat and with a 30cm seat height is 
also a perfect fit with any of our 50cm high tables.  
Size: 120 x 33 x 30cmH 

Home Corner

Billy Kidz Discovery Cove  
135631 With Green Cover ............................................................... $649.95

can face 
shelves 
inwards

55
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Natural Seating Carpet Mat  
132370 Rectangle Coffee 2.4 x 1.8m ................................................ $239.95 132371 Rectangle Taupe 2.4 x 1.8m ................................................. $239.95
132372 Jumbo Rectangle Coffee 3.6 x 2.7m ....................................... $499.95 132373 Jumbo Rectangle Taupe 3.6 x 2.7m ........................................ $499.95

Natural Seating Carpet Mats
This heavy duty range of educational mats help in creating a natural environment for any classroom or 
learning centre. Supplied with a high quality, non-slip backing, these mats will sit flat, help to stimulate 
learning and provide endless enjoyment for children. Available in a great range of neutral colours and 
huge sizes, this is a perfect seating option for the whole classroom.

2.4 x 1.8m

coffee

taupe

3.6
 x 

2.7
m

Ju
mbo

Recycled PET Medium Mat  
160063 Bekal Beige ......................................................................... $339.95
160064 Bekal Indigo Blue ................................................................. $339.95
Recycled PET rugs are suitable for indoor and outdoor use and can be gently cleaned 
with soap and water. Stylish in appearance, these mats are extremely soft & feel like 
luxurious textile rugs. Handcrafted under fair trade conditions. Size: 2.7 x 1.8m 

made 
using 

recycled 
plastic 
bottles

Kaisa Grass Stacking Baskets

 
160060 3pcs .........................................  $44.95
Handmade in Bangladesh from woven Kaisa Grass 
are these stylish, stacking indoor bowls, versatile and 
durable. As they are a natural product and made by 
hand, no two sets will look the same. The bowls range in 
size from 18cmDia x 7.5cmH to 28cmDia x 11.5cmH. 
Accessories not included.  

Seagrass Baskets
 110723 Round Stacking Set of 4 ..............  $79.95

Four beautiful natural Seagrass baskets that can stack 
within each other. The baskets range in size from 25 x 
7.5cmH to the largest at 34 x 14cmH.  

36cmH

31cmH

Large Rattan  
Belly Baskets

 
110729 Grey Set of 2...........................  $119.95
Two stacking, natural weave Rattan baskets handmade 
and ethically sourced from West of Java, Indonesia. 
Rattan is a strong, durable and rigid material making this 
an essential classroom storage option. Smallest basket is 
30 x 30 x 31cmH and the largest measures 50 x 50 
x 36cmH. 

Hand Braided Jute Rug

 160065 Rectangle 2.7 x 1.8m ........................................................... $319.95
A 100% Jute rug, hand braided in India by skilled artisans for exceptional craftsmanship 
and quality. Eco-friendly jute is a renewable resource so it’s better for the environment 
and also brings a comfort and warmth to your flooring while adding a natural colour 
and texture.  
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yet feels 
like 

luxurious 
textile 
rugs!
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Billy Kidz Utility Trolley

 

159743 ......................... $359.95
Built from attractive solid Birch timber, 
this 3 shelved trolley features a generous 
32cm height between shelves for storing 
larger items such as 2 litre and 5 litre 
paint bottles, making this an art & craft 
alternative storage solution. The shelves 
are made from MDF and coated with 
White melamine, making them attractive 
and easy to clean. Due to its versatility, 
this trolley can also be used to store and/
or relocate food or drinks at meal times 
as well as classroom resources. Size: 80 
x 50 x 104cmH 

Natural Paper  
Rope Large Storage Chest  
110756 Chocolate ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................  $199.95
110757 Neutral ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................  $199.95
Get your centre organised with these huge paper rope chests. A really versatile storage solution constructed with a hidden wire frame, so they are strong and robust. Comes with a 
removable lid and no hinges to trap little fingers. These durable baskets are supplied with an internal liner, so small items don’t fall out. Large enough to hold anything from shoes to 
loads of games and toys. Size: 90 x 50 x 50cmH 

90cm

50cm

no hinges

liner 
included

Billy Kidz Mobile Play Table

 
135662 .......................................................................................... $399.95
A super functional furniture piece where the table top provides plenty of open space 
and a high timber surround to keep items contained and on a flat and firm foundation, 
it’s absolutely perfect for any classroom. Ideal for train sets, puzzles, marble runs and all 
varieties of construction sets. The 12 Green storage tubs (3 on each side) can hold all 
types of resources and the high quality castors enable portability. Made from Birch Ply, 
durable and long lasting finish. Size: 80 x 80 x 50cmH 

Billy Kidz Solid Birch Pyramid Storage Unit

 
159746 .......................................................................................... $469.95
This 3 shelf Solid Birch timber shelving unit can be used as a functional storage unit 
or as a room divider with 360 degree access. Generous length shelving comprising 
of the top shelf 78cm, middle shelf 109cm and bottom shelf 140cm, all 38cm 
wide. 20cm separates each shelf allowing storage of a wide variety of resources.  
Size: 142 x 38 x 110cmH 

Billy Kidz Revolving Mobile 
Storage Unit

 

135665 ........................ $299.95
An extremely practical and versatile 
piece of storage furniture. This quality, 
Birch Ply revolving bookcase has 
ample storage sections for holding 
books, it can also be an innovative 
way to display objects. The high 
quality castors allow mobility and ease 
of storage. Accessories not included.  
Size: 60 x 91cmH 

Natural Solid Oak  
Double Sided Easel  
159744 without Boards .........................  $199.95
159744T with Two Clear Boards & Four Letter Clips  $249.95
Constructed of solid Oak, this lightweight but sturdy 
easel is mobile and has a classic design. Easy to 
store, easy to assemble and built to last, this attractive 
looking easel can use a combination of MYO boards, 
be it an MDF paint board, White, chalk, magnetic or 
even a clear board, in either the portrait or landscape 
position. Double sided for multiple children to be able 
to show off their artistic talents. Available without 
boards or with two clear boards and four letter clips.  
Size: 76 x 60 x 152cmH 

easel boards 
can be both 
horizontal or 

vertical

will hold 
canvas 

frames too
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SEAT
HEIGHT

TABLE
HEIGHT 38cm

45cm

15cm

MTHS
6AGE: YRS

2- MTHS
18

YRS
3- YRS

3
YRS
5- YRS

4
YRS
6-

26cm

50cm

30cm

56cm

35cm

High quality, Birch timber table with durable laminate finished top. These Billy Kidz tables are 
extremely practical and neutral to suit all rooms featuring solid Birch legs and a premium presence. 
Perfect for all children’s activities and daily use, this range is available in a range of shapes and 
table heights with either a White or Birch Grain laminate top. Solid Birch Billy Kidz stackable chairs 
compliment and complete these tables.

Billy Kidz Wooden Laminate Tables
ALL TABLES REQUIRE ADDITIONAL ASSEMBLY

White  
Laminate

1200 x 
600mm

1200 x 
750mm

900 x 
900mm

1100 x 
1100mm

1000 x 
1000mm

600 x 
600mm

750 x 
750mm

Birch  
Laminate

TABLE TOPS 
AVAILABLE  IN

Square Table 600 x 600 
perfect size table  

for billy kidz  
light panel

Leg Heights White Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 143134S

$219.95 
EACH

45cmH 143134T

50cmH 143134U

56cmH 143134V

Leg Heights White Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 143135S

$259.95 
EACH

45cmH 143135T

50cmH 143135U

56cmH 143135V

Leg Heights White Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 143136S  
$199.95 

EACH45cmH 143136T

50cmH 143136U

56cmH 143136VLeg Heights Birch Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 135690T

$229.95 
EACH

45cmH 135690U

50cmH 135690V

56cmH 135690W

Leg Heights Birch Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 135692T

$269.95 
EACH

45cmH 135692U

50cmH 135692V

56cmH 135692W

Leg Heights Birch Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 135691T

$269.95 
EACH

45cmH 135691U

50cmH 135691V

56cmH 135691W

Leg Heights Birch Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 135693T

$319.95 
EACH

45cmH 135693U

50cmH 135693V

56cmH 135693W

Leg Heights Birch Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 135694T

$249.95 
EACH

45cmH 135694U

50cmH 135694V

56cmH 135694W

Leg Heights Birch Laminate Table Top Price

28cmH 135695T

$299.95 
EACH

45cmH 135695U

50cmH 135695V

56cmH 135695W

Rectangle Table 1200 x 600mm Round Table 900 x 900mm

Square Table 600 x 600mm

Rectangle Table 1200 x 750mm Round Table 1100 x 1100mm Square Table 750 x 750mm

Square Table 1000 x 1000mmBilly Kidz Table & Chair 
Height Chart

Wooden Laminate Tables
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- Made from 100% BPA free melamine for ultimate quality 

- Dishwasher safe for easy cleaning and convenience

- Break resistant and heat resistant 

- Perfect for both hot and cold foods 

- Stackable for easy storage 

Barel Melamine Range

BAREL MELAMINE CLASSIC BOWL 15CM

BAREL MELAMINE RICE BOWL 11CMBAREL MELAMINE SIPPY CUP & LID 200ML

BAREL MELAMINE CLASSIC PLATE 20CMBAREL MELAMINE TUMBLER 260ML

BAREL MELAMINE RIMMED BOWL 16CMBAREL MELAMINE JUG 1L

BAREL MELAMINE 
EVERYDAY SPOON 

14CM

BAREL MELAMINE SHARING BOWL & SERVERS 33CM

BAREL MELAMINE PLATTER

White
129856 | $6.50

White
129859 | $3.75

White
129853 | $7.20

White
129865 | $4.95

White
129850 | $4.50

White
129862 | $4.50

White
129877 | $13.50

129881 White | $1.60
129882 Blue | $1.60
129883 Mint | $1.60

129874 White | $36.50

BAREL MELAMINE PICK & DIP PLATTER 38CM
129871 White | $27.50 129872 White Round 40cm | $25.50 129873 White Rectangle 45cm | $25.50

Blue
129857 | $6.50

Blue
129860 | $3.75

Blue
129854 | $7.20

Blue
129866 | $4.95

Blue
129851 | $4.50

Royal Blue/Blue
129863 | $4.50

Blue
129878 | $13.50

129875 Blue | $36.50

Mint
129858 | $6.50

Mint
129861 | $3.75

Mint
129855 | $$7.20

Mint
129867 | $4.95

Mint
129852 | $4.50

Green/Mint
129864 | $4.50

Mint
129879 | $13.50

129876 Mint | $36.50

BAREL MELAMINE FORK & 
SPOON SET 14CM

129884 2pcs | $4.95

BAREL STAINLESS 
STEEL CUTLERY SET 14CM

129880 3pcs | $9.50
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Rocker

Chair

both feet 
options 
included

Evolu 2 High & Low Feeding Chair  
149273 Natural & White ....................... $219.95
149273T White Chair with White Tray ......... $269.95

149274 Natural & Grey......................... $219.95
149274T Grey Chair with Grey Tray ......... $269.95

149277 Neoprene Seat Cushion Grey ......  $49.95
If you would like to add some padding to your Evolu 2 
high chair, this neoprene cushion is nice and soft, yet 
durable. It is machine washable and available in Grey 
only.  

The Evolu 2 is an attractive high or low feeding chair with a moulded plastic seat for 
comfort and easy cleaning with timber legs for style. A modern European design both 
versatile and functional for use as a low chair suited to a children’s table 50cm high or can 
be extended as a high chair to suit an adult table (75cm high). Or use free standing as 
either high or low chair with the ABS tray table add-on! High quality product meeting all 
relevant safety standards, complete with 5-point harness, safety bar and foot rest (installed 
when legs extended). Neoprene cushion seat also available.

Evolu 2 High & Low Feeding Chair

149276 ABS Tray White .......................... $59.95
Although the Evolu 2 high chair can be used with a 
table, there may be times where you would like to have 
a tray for the chair. This ABS plastic tray clips easily on or 
off the safety bar and is dishwasher safe.  

149275 ABS Tray Grey ...........................  $59.95

Billy Kidz  
Baby Sit Me Up

 
159733 ........................................................................................... $129.95
Little ones can feel supported and safe in this foam padded Sit Me Up. Made from a 
non-toxic, easy to wipe clean vinyl and in lovely natural colours, this makes a welcome 
addition to any centre. Babies just learning to sit up by themselves will love being a part 
of the action, whilst parents and carers can rest easy knowing they are comfortable and 
safe. Size: 60 x 46 x 15cmH 

Dondolino Baby Rocker

 
120797 Black ................................................................................. $129.95
A safe multi-function seat for babies. It converts easily between rocking and bouncing 
mode with a lock in leg. With a three position seat recline you can ensure the baby is 
always comfortable and can lay back to sleep, relax or sit more upright to watch your 
every move. It has been made using a high quality, easy clean fabric so your rocker 
bouncer will always look good. When folded it measures 42 x 71 x 11cm and when 
opened it expands to 42 x 71 x 27cm to 41cm in height.  Age: 0+ mths

Icarus Adult Glider Chair

 159931 Grey .................................................................................. $699.95
A gorgeous rocking chair with a finely crafted wooden frame with comfortable plush 
fabric padding. With its smooth and quiet rocking motion, high back and support arms, 
this chair is ideal for baby feeding and this is perfect addition to any nursery. 4 additional 
timber feet are supplied to convert to a stationary chair. Size: 86 x 72 x 100cmH 
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Simply Snookums Nappies  
158406 Medium 4 to 11kg 168pk ...........  $44.95
158407 Large 9 to 14kg 144pk ..............  $39.95
158408 Extra Large 12kg+ 120pk ...........  $35.95
The Simply Snookums range is the perfect choice for 
day time use. It is the most cost effective option in the 
Snookums nappy range as your baby will under go 
several nappy changes during the day. Featuring a 2 
step wetness indicator - the nappy changes colour when 
wet. The nappies are unisex and have an adjustable 
elastic waist ensuring a comfortable fit. Hook & loop 
tabs for easy fastening and a soft cloth like sheet on the 
outer of the nappy with colourful animal prints.  

26¢
PER  

NAPPY

27¢
PER  

NAPPY

Joey’s Everyday Wipes

 158260 16pks x 80 Wipes .....................  $33.95
Containing 16 packs of 80 wipes, Joey’s Everyday 
Wipes are an unscented, alcohol free wipe with a strong, 
cloth like feel. A perfect balance of cost effectiveness and 
quality. Each wipe measures 20 x 17cm.  

Joey’s Premium Wipes

 
158261 12pks x 100 Wipes ...................  $36.95
Joey’s Premium Wipes are alcohol free, unscented and 
come in 12 packs of 100 wipes. Convenient and 
hygienic with a re-sealable pop up lid, they are softer, 
stronger with a cloth like feel and represent great value 
and high quality. Each wipe measures 20 x 17cm.  

2¢
PER WIPE

ONLY

3¢
PER WIPE

ONLY

29¢
PER  

NAPPY

Familidoo 4 Seat Stroller with Auto Brake
 116298 .................................................................................................................................  $1,199.95

The lightweight, compact 4 seat Familidoo stroller measures 126 x 78 x 43cmH when folded and 113 x 78 x 
110cmH when unfolded and weighs 22.4kg. Minor assembly is required.  

Familidoo 6 Seat Stroller with Auto Brake
 116299 .................................................................................................................................  $1,599.95

The Heavy Duty 6 seat option weighs 35.5kg and when folded measures 50cmD x 85cmW x 125cmH. Unfolded is 
150 x 85 x 107cmH. Minor assembly is required.  

Ideal for day care services, Familidoo strollers will safely carry 4 or 6 children 
at a time. Each stroller seat comes in strong bright colours with matching storage 
pockets (to store the specific child’s items) and fitted with reclining seats & removable 
harnesses, so they add comfort, fun and style on days out. Equipped with an extra 
large sun canopy with monitoring window, spacious storage basket and removable 
bumper bar, these high quality strollers have everything required for excursions or a 
visit to the park. Built to last with a rigid steel frame and extra safe auto brake system, 
the Familidoo strollers are safe as well as functional. Suitable for children aged 6 to 
36 months and have a maximum weight rating of 15kg per seat.

Familidoo Stroller with Auto Brake

STORAGE SPACE FOR 
EXTRA ITEMS

FOLDS UP FOR EASIER 
STORAGE

FEATURES AN AUTO 
BREAK SYSTEM

CANOPY COVERS FOR 
EXTRA SHADE

Strollers & Nappies
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Billy Kidz Soft Play Climb & Slide

 
159736 4pcs .......................................... $399.95
Climb up and slide down and repeat… on this versatile 
four piece foam climber. Help to improve confidence, 
motor skills and coordination. Each piece is covered with 
an easy to wipe down heavy duty vinyl. Floor space is 93 
x 93 x 25cmH.  

Billy Kidz Little Bridge  
Crossing Soft Play Set

 
159734 9pcs ........................................................  $699.95
Allow discovery and exploration with the Little Bridge Crossing 
Soft Play set. Featuring a ramp, stairs and tunnel, the bridge will 
encourage gross motor skills such as crawling, climbing, sliding and 
balancing. Natural coloured, easy to wipe clean vinyl. Floor space 
152 x 152 x 38cmH.  

113810 Teething Ring .............................  $17.95
 Size: 10 x 2 x 10cmH 

113811 Rattle & Ball ..............................  $21.95
 Size: 6 x 6 x 6cmH 

113812 Rattle Disc .................................  $17.95
 Size: 10 x 2 x 10cmH 

113813 Grip & Duck ..............................  $32.95
 Size: 8 x 5 x 10cmH 

113814 Grip & Car................................  $28.95
 Size: 7 x 5 x 10cmH 

113815 Jingle Bell ..................................  $17.95
 Size: 5 x 5 x 7cmH 

113816 Rattling Tree ..............................  $28.95
 Size: 6 x 6 x 15cmH 

Walter Toys has great environmental credentials including FSC sourced timber and soft colours from natural oil-based plant pigments and natural colours. Made of natural raw
materials, sturdy and non-toxic are safe for babies and children. All Walter toys have been tested and certified by Intertek and correspond to the guidelines of the EN 71. A wonderful,
engaging set of 9 baby toys. Beautifully crafted and designed to stimulate as well as sustainable. Toys in harmony with nature. Age: 3+ mths

113817 Carousel ...................................  $28.95
 Size: 9 x 8 x 12cmH 

113818 Key Chain .................................  $28.95
 Size: 10 x 3 x 10cmH 

113818T Set of 9 ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................  $209.95

Walter  
Wooden Baby Toys  

Baby & Toddler Exploration
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Wooden Twisting Disc Puzzle

 
148077 10 x 15 x 25cmH ......................  $31.95
A great wooden toy puzzle for children to develop motor 
skills and shape sorting. It comprises of three posts with 
pegs in different positions. Children will love twisting the 
pegs to remove them. All materials used are child-safe 
and non-toxic.  Age: 2+ yrs

Wonderworld Puppy Car  
143276 ................................................  $19.95
 Size: 11 x 5 x 8cmH Age: 12+ mths

Grimm’s Stacking Moon Houses  
140160 Coloured 15pcs ................................................................... $109.95
  Age: 12+ mths

Grimm’s Building Pebbles  
140155 River 4pcs ...........................................................................  $32.95
140156 Moss 4pcs...........................................................................  $32.95
140157 Fire 4pcs .............................................................................  $32.95
140157T Full Set 12pcs ......................................................................  $89.95
 Size: 6 to 12 x 2.5cmH Age: 12+ mths

Grimm’s Stacking Bowls  
140162 Coloured 5pcs ...........................  $49.95
139939 Natural 5pcs .............................  $49.95
  Age: 6+ mths

Grimm’s Conical Large Rainbow Tower  
139946 11pcs .......................................  $69.95
 Size: 12.5 x 12.5 x 21cmH Age: 12+ mths

Grimm’s Stacking Tower  
140164 Triangular 11pcs ........................  $69.95
 Size: 22cmH Age: 12+ mths

Grimms
Grimm’s toys are designed to encourage toddlers and children to engage in open-ended and independent play using simple 
yet vibrantly coloured shapes. Pieces are hand-cut and sanded, and coloured only with non-toxic water-based dyes.

Grimm’s Sorting Balls  
140161 Coloured 6pcs ...........................  $30.95
  Age: 12+ mths

Baby & Toddler Discovery & Stimulation
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Help little one’s learn, while keeping them entertained with the fun Discoveroo Chunky Puzzle range. These fun, beginner tray puzzles are perfect for toddlers, as they 
are safe and durable. The chunky pieces are easy to grip and with bold colours will capture children’s imaginations, while teaching fine motor & problem solving skills.

Discoveroo Chunky Tray Puzzles  
144170 Animals 6pcs ......................................................................... $44.95
Contains a Crocodile, Dog, Elephant, Rabbit, Lion and Cat.  
144171 Vehicles 3pcs ......................................................................... $22.95
Contains a Truck, Digger and Train.  

144171T Animals & Vehicles Set of 9.. $64.95
 Size: 14 x 14 x 2cmH Age: 12+ mths

149240 Construction 7pcs ......................  $32.95 149241 Dinosaur 7pcs ...........................  $32.95 149242 Farm 7pcs .................................. $32.95

149243 Marine 7pcs ............................... $32.95 149244 Vehicles 7pcs .............................. $32.95 149245 Zoo 7pcs ...................................  $32.95

Janod Chunky Wooden Puzzles
Janod is a French brand specialising in the manufacture and creation of traditional toys and games from wood and cardboard. 
They have developed a range of 3D chunky wooden puzzles where children will have fun placing the correct pieces in the tray 
or by playing with them as a separate game set. Each puzzle board is 30 x 21 x 2.1cmH and puzzle piece is 1.5cm thick, so 
they can stand upright. This makes them ideal for developing children’s motor skills and imagination.

149245T Set of 6 ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................  $189.95
The full set of 6 Janod Chunky Wooden Puzzles. Each puzzle contains 7 wooden pieces encouraging sorting, dexterity and imagination skills. Size: 30 x 21 x 2.1cmH Age: 18+ mths

149230 Emergency 4pcs ......................... $24.95
 Size: 14.9 x 18.2 x 1.5cmH 

149231 Fun On The Farm 4pcs ................ $24.95
 Size: 14.3 x 18 x 1.5cmH 

H
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149233T Set of 4 ......................................  $94.95
A wonderful set of 4 Haba layered puzzles that provide 
a more challenging puzzle experience. Removing puzzle 
layers displays new images underneath. Beautifully 
illustrated wooden puzzles including Emergency, Fun On 
The Farm, Construction and Farm.  Age: 12+ mths

149232 Construction 5pcs ......................  $24.95
 Size: 15 x 15.2 x 2.2cmH 
149233 Farm 5pcs .................................  $24.95
 Size: 15 x 15.2 x 2.2cmH 

Junior Puzzles
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Hand & Finger Puppet Set  
149221 Gingerbread Man ......................  $46.95
 Size: 17 x 33cm 

149222 Goldilocks .................................  $46.95
 Size: 26 x 34cm 

149223 Humpty Dumpty .........................  $46.95
 Size: 17 x 33cm 

149224 Pinocchio ..................................  $46.95
 Size: 17 x 33cm 

149225 Red Riding Hood .......................  $46.95
 Size: 26 x 34cm 

149226 Snow White ..............................  $46.95
 Size: 27 x 30cm 

149226T Set of 6 ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................  $269.95
A set of 6 high quality, award winning fabric hand & finger puppet sets featuring The Gingerbread Man, Goldilocks, Humpty Dumpty, Pinocchio, Red Riding Hood & Snow White.  
Age: 3+ yrs

Fiesta Crafts Hand Puppet  
149260 Green Dragon 28cm ..................  $39.95 149261 Jester 33cm ...............................  $39.95 149262 Knight 33cm ..............................  $39.95

149263 Wizard 37cm ............................  $39.95 149265 Princess 33cm ...........................  $39.95

149265T Set of 5 ................................... $189.95
Beautifully designed set of 5 hand puppets from Fiesta 
Crafts. Quality fabric with fine detailing to entertain and 
bring stories to life.  Age: 12+ mths

Children who love story time will adore this hand and finger puppet set which has been beautifully designed to spur on even 
the wildest of imaginations. Reflective of key characters in the most treasured children’s stories, one large hand puppet plays 
a key character supported by a series of embroidered fabric finger puppets to make the retelling of these classics fun and 
fully interactive. Not only are they great toys for individual play, they are also designed to encourage role playing with others 
improving their confidence and communication skills. The finger puppets are stored in pockets on the hand puppet after play, 
making it easy to keep the whole set together in one place. Beautifully made and thoughtfully created, the Fiesta Crafts hand 
puppet and finger puppet set range will stimulate and entertain, encouraging children to retell classic stories in their own, unique 
way. All toys are designed in the UK and manufactured to an extremely high standard.

Fiesta Crafts Hand Puppets
Puppets
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Felt, Wooden  
& Crochet Set

 137180 Aboriginal Humpy, Camping & Fire 11pcs.............................. $129.95
This indigenous themed display and play scape sets out to represent a traditional 
indigenous camp setting, comprising of a family, tent (humpy), hunting equipment, fire 
and food. This is an extensive education set containing wooden figures, felt products, 
crochet materials and marine shell. Size: 32cm Mat Age: 3+ yrs

Pilbara Desert Sandscape

 137185 35cm.................................................................................... $54.95
A truly unique sensory product. This striking textural playscape depicts rocks and sand 
typically native to the Pilbara region in Western Australia. Made from sand taken from 
the outback and marbled onto wood to create this unique item. Perfect to use in displays 
or as a base for play provocation. Each piece is unique and the patterning will differ.  

Indigenous Wooden Story Stones  
137181 Hunting & Tracking ................................................................ $89.95
137182 Gathering & Bush Foods ......................................................... $89.95
137183 Country ................................................................................ $89.95
137184 Mob & Ceremony .................................................................. $89.95

137184T Set of 4 ...............................................................................$339.95
Designed by a local nyungar artist, these story stones are made of wood and engraved 
with indigenous symbols. Each set also contains a hand painted and sealed stone 
(by local Indigenous artist) and to assist in understanding each symbol, a fact sheet is 
included to explain the history of the story stones and the relative symbols represented 
in each set. Packaged in a handmade dilly bag for storage, each set contains between 
12 to 14 stones and they measure approx. 7 x 4.5cm.

1

1

3

2

4

2 3 4

Coolamon Indigenous Baby Set  
137178 Boy 21cm ................................ $129.95

Coolamon Indigenous Baby Set  
137179 Girl 21cm ................................ $129.95

Coolamon Indigenous Baby Set  
137179T Boy & Girl 21cm ........................$249.95
Developed to educate children on how Aboriginal 
women would use the wooden Coolamon. Traditionally 
used as a dish to gather and hold food, a Coolamon 
can be used as a rocker for putting babies to sleep. 
This comprehensive set contains 2 x 25cm Coolamons, 
a boy & girl 21cm doll dressed in authentic indigenous 
designed clothing. Also features a felt replica Kangaroo 
skin, dilly bag, decorated fish for the girl & mini 
boomerang for the boy to play with.

What Is  
Bush Tucker Game

 132230 ............................................................................................ $89.95
First you have to find the matching pairs of food, then decide whether to place them in 
the ‘Bush Tucker’ box or the ‘Other Food’ box. Game includes 24 matching wooden 
cards (16 bush tucker and 8 other food) and 1 sorting box measuring 20 x 10 x 
10cmH.  Age: 3+ yrs

Indigenous Bush Tucker Set

 137069 Noongar Wooden Witchetty Grubs & Coolamon  $34.95
Hand carved and hand painted by Noongar artists in Western Australia. Use the 
wooden grubs to go on a ‘Bardi’ hunt by hiding them in the base of plants to collect, or 
as a teaching tool extension to butterfly life cycles. Each grub measures 6 x 2 x 2cmH. 
Size: Coolamon 11 x 11 x 3cmH 

Cultural Resources
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Indigenous  
Dreamtime  
Book, Posters  
& Puzzles Set

 

132341T 13pcs .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $289.95
A wonderful educational set of puzzles, posters and a Big Book. Learn about Indigenous Dreamtime in an easy to read Big Book, while at the same time being captivated by vibrant 
illustrative posters and puzzles. The set contains a Big Book, 6 puzzles and accompanying 30.5 x 20.5cm posters.

Indigenous  
Sea Creatures  
Book, Posters  
& Puzzles Set

 

132342T 13pcs .................................................................................................................................................................................................................$289.95
A wonderful educational set of puzzles, posters and a Big Book. Learn about Indigenous Sea Creatures in an easy to read Big Book, while at the same time being captivated by 
vibrant illustrative posters and puzzles. The set contains a Big Book, 6 puzzles and accompanying 30.5 x 20.5cm posters. Age: 3+ yrs

Aboriginal Winanggaay Puzzle  
138395 Bush Food 12pcs .......................  $29.95
138396 Fish Billabong 12pcs ..................  $29.95
138398 Rainbow Serpent 8pcs ................  $29.95
138399 Turtle 7pcs ................................  $29.95

 
138399T Set of 4 ....................................$109.95
Donna Hensen is a well known award winning 
Aboriginal Artist from Outback NSW. She has exhibited 
and conducted workshops in Australia, Europe and the 
UK, teaching and building appreciation for her cultural 
heritage. This series of wonderfully crafted puzzles will 
teach children about traditional cultures through their art 
and stories. Size: 24 x 20cm Age: 4+ yrs

Aboriginal Dreaming Story Puzzle  
138391 Kangaroo Dreaming 9pcs ...........  $24.95
138392 Emu Dreaming 9pcs ...................  $24.95
138393 Ga Ga The Kookaburra 9pcs ......  $24.95
138394 How The Willy Wagtail Came About 9pcs$24.95
138394T Set of 4 ......................................$89.95
Develop attention, concentration and thinking skills 
such as recognising, memory, matching, sorting 
and problem solving with these wooden Aboriginal 
Dreaming Story puzzles. Wonderful designs and 
come with The Dreaming stories and activities.  
Size: 20 x 20cm Age: 4+ yrs

Yarn About Series Book

 138381 Let’s Compare ............................  $27.95
An informative and entertaining book, comparing the 
way most Australians live today with how Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Island people lived before European 
settlement. 22 pages. Size: 210 x 295mm 
138382 Tools & Weapons .......................  $31.95
A great early reader & picture book. This book aims to 
provide detailed information on Indigenous tools and 
weapons and how they were used. Beautifully illustrated. 
38 pages. Size: 210 x 295mm 
138383 Didgeridoo ................................  $27.95
An easy to read, rhyming picture book about the didgeridoo, 
complete with detailed introductory information for adults or 
teachers. 20 pages. Size: 210 x 295mm 
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Wooden Mushroom Set

 
137138 Assorted Box 9pcs .....................  $69.95
A collection of 9 hand carved, wooden mushrooms in a 
range of sizes from 4.5 to 10cmH. These open ended 
play pieces, can be added to collections or used for 
size sequencing or maths equations. Supplied in a handy 
presentation box with a clear view lid.  

Masterkidz Texture and  
Material Teaching Set

 133633 13pcs ........................................................................................................................... $139.95
High quality blocks made of a variety of different materials with unique surface textures. A great addition to reinforce 
sensory development matching activities by feel and sight. Set includes: 7 x material blocks, 5 x surface texture blocks, 
a numbered sensory board to match each sensory block to and a wooden storage tray. Size: 20 x 21 x 5.5cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs

Large Natural  
Sensory Sorting Set

 

136797 189pcs ............................................................................... $349.95
The ultimate sensory set is here. A whopping 189 pieces in total. A superb collection 
of 15 different products, each unique in size, shape and texture. Presented in a large, 
natural Albesia wood tray with 15 sectioned compartments, this is a great way to 
educate children about exploration, discovery, learning about different textures, sizes, 
colours and where things come from. A fantastic resource also for use in creating craft 
projects, adding a natural touch. Includes 4cm wooden bowls & slices, large & small 
driftwood pieces, prickly & smooth shells, sand paper and texture blocks, wooden eggs 
& pebbles, 3cm felt balls and Flores Island Pink, Blue, White & Volcanic Lava stones. 
Magnificent value. Size: 60 x 42 x 10cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Originating on the shores of the beaches from the Volcanic island of Flores, Indonesia, are these naturally coloured stones. A good 
source of income to local villagers, they gather these colourful stones to be sold to tourists. A wonderful sensory experience to touch 
and visually appealing, this range of stones are a must have in an early education centre.

Tamarind Tray & Flores Island Sensory Stone Assorted Set
 136791T ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $55.95

Set contains a Tamarind Suar wood sorting tray with four compartments, 10 Flores Island Pink Stones, 10 Blue Stones, 5 White Stones and 5 Black Volcanic Lava Stones. The stones 
range from 4 to 6cm in size. Size: 44 x 15 x 4cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Flores Island Sensory Stones  
136792 Pink 25pcs ................................. $24.95
136793 Blue 25pcs ................................. $24.95
136794 White 25pcs .............................. $24.95
136795 Black Volcanic Lava 25pcs ........... $24.95
 Size: 4 to 6cm Age: 3+ yrs

Tamarind Tray & Flores Island Sensory Stone Assorted Set
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Easy Hold Discovery

 
116283 Set of 6 .....................................  $89.95
Easy to hold wooden frames that encourage independent 
exploration of colour. Young children will have an 
opportunity to develop visual awareness through the 
mirrors, magnifier and coloured lenses. Can be stacked 
for colour mixing or used on a light panel. Set includes 
3 coloured lenses, two different mirrors and a magnifier. 
Size: 18.5 x 12cmH Age: 12+ mths

Wooden Washing Line Set
 137147 58 x 20 x 23cmH ..........................................................................................................  $159.95

This natural washing line can be constructed and deconstructed by children in a home corner or outside developing 
practical life skills and role playing. Comes with matching colour blankets which also can be used to peg up and 
develop hand eye coordination, special awareness and sequencing skills.  

Felt Stacking Rocks  
136606 Rainbow 7pcs ...........................  $59.95
136607 Green 5pcs ................................ $52.95

136608 Blue 5pcs ................................... $52.95
136609 Fire 5pcs .................................... $52.95
136609T Full Set 22pcs ........................... $199.95

This gorgeous range of felt products are made under Fair Trade in Nepal. The artisans come from the villages 
around Kathmandu and earn well needed income for their families. Designed in Melbourne, Australia, the 

toys and decorations are safe for children, handmade from natural fibres and dyed with non-toxic dyes.

Wooden/Crochet Peg Doll Family
 137171 Rainbow Set of 6 .......................  $34.95

This family of 6, is created from various shaped wooden 
peg dolls and includes removable rainbow crochet hats. 
The family range in sizes from 3.5 to 6.5cmH.  

Wooden Mirror Trays  
148063 Hexagonal 3pcs ....................................................................................................................................................................................................  $79.95
148064 Square 3pcs ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................  $79.95
These nesting mirror trays are perfect for exploratory play. Made from timber with an acrylic mirror secured to the base, they are ideal for exploring reflections or creating patterns and 
can be flat on a table or placed on their side. Great for sorting, collecting or creating displays. The Hexagonal set ranges in size from 26 x 30 x 5.5cmH to 35 x 40 x 5.5cmH. 
The Square set ranges from 29 x 29 x 5.5cmH to 35 x 35 x 5.5cmH.  Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Sound Matching Cubes

 
133592 ................................................  $69.95
4 pairs of colour matching cubes making 4 different 
sounds when shaken. Match the cubes through colour or 
sound matching. Different objects can be added to the 
empty cube to experience different sounds during shaking. 
A perfect educational toy to help develop hearing and 
concentration. Made of sustainable European Beech 
wood. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 12+ mths

Sensory & Sorting
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133613 Oral Care Learning Board.........  $159.95
Learn about good food groups from bad and also 
oral care and taste sensations on your tongue.  
Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 3+ yrs

133617 Time Learning Board.................  $189.95
More than a time learning board, this provides interactive 
sand timers allowing children to “feel” the time and use 
them in class activities. Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 3+ yrs

133618 1 to 100 Counting Beads Board  $219.95
A flexible resource immersing children in the wonder 
of numbers. From counting to addition and subtraction, 
children will begin to develop an understanding of 
mathematics. Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 2+ yrs

133619 Magnetic Shape Matching Board  $179.95
A magnetic board with 16 assorted shapes in various 
colours, to help children develop colour and shape 
recognition. Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 2+ yrs

133620 Tactile Training Board ...............  $149.95
A tactile training board containing 9 different materials 
to encourage interactive learning through play. Teachers 
can ask children to describe the materials to encourage 
verbal expression. Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 2+ yrs

133621 Bent Mirrors Board ...................  $179.95
Fun and learning in one great resource. Contains 
a concave and a convex bent mirror, for a fun visual 
aid. Assists to develop self awareness and self esteem 
in children through expressing emotions and becoming 
aware of body language. Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 2+ yrs

133614 Lockers Board ..........................  $159.95
Open six different lockers with a surprise behind each 
door. Each door hides a matching flash card (A-F & 1-6). 
Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 3+ yrs

133615 Temperature Discovery Board ....  $199.95
Children will touch and feel different temperatures and 
be able to tell which one is warmer or cooler and be 
fascinated by the heat sensitive zone. Size: 46 x 46cm 
Age: 3+ yrs

133616 Magnetism Learning Board........  $239.95
A resource designed for children to experience 
magnetism. Size: 46 x 46cm Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Wall Elements
The Masterkidz Wall Elements learning board range is so versatile and flexible, that 
boards can be wall mounted using the Masterkidz wall mounting system or used with 
the free-standing or desktop windows. The flexible wall panel mounting system allows 
educators to easily swap over and set up their desired wall panel combinations, without 
use a tool, just the simple turn of a knob in less than a minute! This flexibility allows you to 
vary the themes or difficulty to suit such as sensory training, games, motor skills training, 
science, etc. If wall space is limited or use of the learning boards is desired off the walls 
or even outside, then the 46 x 46cm learning boards, easily fit neatly into either the free-
standing or desktop windows, creating a new activity each time. Dual sided, 2 boards can 
be fitted to each window simultaneously. Made from Russian Birch plywood and European 
Beech wood (FSC). FREE STANDING

WALL MOUNTED
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Masterkidz Wall Elements  
133622 Motor Skills Training Board .......  $109.95
Through tracing and following the lines, early literacy 
skills, including writing and pencil grip will be enhanced 
with the Motor Skills Training Board. Size: 46 x 46cm 
Age: 2+ yrs

133623 End Bars 2pcs ...........................  $59.95
133624 Single Panel Extension ................  $64.95
133625 Double Panel Extension ...............  $99.95
The Wall Element mounting system is built for flexibility 
and can contain an endless number of boards. A set of 
end bars are used with any combination of extension 
panels (single or double) to extend the Wall Element 
mounting system. Wall Element boards are locked 
in place with a simple turning knob. Made from FSC 
European Beech wood.  

Masterkidz Wall Elements  
133612 Wooden Storage Cabinet .........  $459.95
A Plywood mobile storage cabinet to hold up to 
9 Masterkidz Wall Elements boards. Storing and 
changing Wall Elements on any mounting system 
couldn’t be easier. Mounted on durable castors.  
Size: 68 x 68 x 92cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Free Standing Window  
133626 52.5 x 108.5cmH ..............................................................  $349.95

Masterkidz Desktop Window  
133627 31 x 56cmH .......................................................................  $269.95

Solid wooden, sturdy, windows featuring a clear acrylic window which can be used with all Masterkidz Wall Elements boards. The boards fit neatly into both sides of the double 
sided windows creating a new activity on each side. Swap over boards with the simple turn of a knob. Wall Elements are not supplied with this window, available separately.   
Age: 3+ yrs

Wall Mounting System
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Masterkidz Balancing Rainbow

 133636 ........................................................................................... $49.95
This wooden Balancing Rainbow aids hand-eye coordination development and 
understanding the balancing concept. Elastic wooden rods make this durable and it is 
made of sustainable European Beech, plywood and eco-friendly water-based finishes. 
Size: 11 x 13 x 25.5cmH Age: 18+ mths

Masterkidz Rainbow Block & Fraction 
Set

 
133593 11pcs .......................................  $59.95
A set of sturdy and chunky wooden rainbow blocks in 
different transparent colours. Children can make different 
constructions out of imagination while enjoying seeing 
the world through the blocks in different colours. This set 
can also be used to in early years to understand basic 
fractions. Made of sustainable European Beech wood. 
Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz Snail Shaped Sliding 
Game

 133602 ................................................  $34.95
An adorable Snail shaped sliding board game, 
encouraging motor skills training when children 
move the wooden blocks along the circular tracks.  
Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 18+ mths

Masterkidz Gear Board

 133605 14pcs .......................................  $39.95
A creative gear toy, which encourages children to 
build their own gear systems from their imaginations. 
Gears can be also stacked in layers. Size: 28 x 28cm  
Age: 18+ mths

Masterkidz Magnetic Sliding Maze

 
133603 Insects ......................................  $59.95
A magnetic insect themed maze featuring 4 different 
shapes. Hold the magnetic pen to move the beads 
around the bee and through the spiral, oval flower and 
butterfly shaped tracks. A great eye-hand coordination 
training toy. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 18+ mths

Masterkidz Sliding Game

 
133601 ................................................  $37.95
A simple fine motor skills training game featuring 4 
basic hand movements - straight motion, see-saw 
motion, circular motion and turning. Little hands will 
hold the wooden pieces and move them following the 
directions of the arrows. A simple but important resource 
for little ones at their early developmental stages.  
Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 18+ mths

Masterkidz Shape Sliding Maze

 
133600 ................................................  $37.95
A wooden sliding maze game with geometric 
shapes. Easy-to-grasp puzzle pieces made from 
European Beech. Children will enjoy sliding the puzzles 
along the tracks. A great fine motor skills training and 
shape matching puzzle. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs

Inclusion & Development

Masterkidz Blocks & Cups  
133590 Circle ................................................................................ $119.95
 Size: 20 x 21 x 5.5cmH Age: 2+ yrs

133591 Square ...............................................................................  $119.95
Expertly designed to engage children in developing a variety of colour, problem solving 
and fine motor skills. A set of 9 wooden cups in assorted colours. Made of European 
wood and supplied in a sturdy wooden storage box, along with instruction cards and a 
handy guide book. Size: 20 x 20 x 5.5cmH Age: 2+ yrs
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Natural Instrument Set B
 137095T 8pcs ..................................................................................  $199.95

Consisting of 4 Caxixi shakers in different sizes, a wooden hand tambourine, an 8 bar 
xylophone, a hand-carved Bongo drum and a wooden tongue drum. All items are also 
available separately.  

SET OF 14 SET OF 8

FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS CHECK PAGE 300 OF OUR EARLY EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES CATALOGUE OR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

A
SET

A

A
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A

AA

A

B

B B

BB

A

Natural Instrument Set A

 137095U 14pcs ................................................................................  $349.95
A superb collection of 14 high quality natural instruments in this set will get everybody 
moving. Consisting of 4 various Caxixi shakers, 3 xylophones, 2 wooden hand 
tambourines, 2 shakers, a Bongo drum, a wooden tongue drum and wooden musical 
spoons. All items are also available separately.  Age: 3+ yrs

B
SET

A

A

136704 Natural Xylophone ................................................................. $21.95
 Size: 30.5 x 12.5 x 9cmH Age: 3+ yrs

136712 Coconut Maracas .................................................................... $8.95
 Size: 23cm Age: 3+ yrs

136713 Bamboo Xylophone ................................................................ $21.95
 Size: 21 x 14 x 9cmH Age: 3+ yrs

136714 Nut Kenari .............................................................................. $9.95
 Size: 25cm Age: 3+ yrs

136714T Set of 4 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $56.95
  Age: 3+ yrs

Natural Instruments
A marvellous range of musical instruments. All made from natural products, such as bamboo, nuts and seed pods. Rhythm, 
beats and vibrations are created by shaking the instruments. Music is known to have a profound positive impact on early 
brain development and even the youngest children can benefit from the sounds created by these naturally crafted pieces.

Natural 
Xylophone

Bamboo 
Xylophone

Coconut 
Maracas

Nut Kenari
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Recycled  
Glass Wind  
Chime

 137155 Rainbow ............................................................................... $84.95
Playing with light and reflection provides the perfect opportunity for magical experiences 
to be enjoyed by children and adults alike. This wind chime combines the enjoyment 
of sound and colour. Hang in a window where the suns rays can sparkle to bounce 
light and project colour into a room or outside where children can observe the winds 
orchestral skills. Size: 28 x 2.5 x 40cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Xylophone Wind Chime

 137156 50 x 2 x 46cmH .................................................................... $94.95
As well as providing children with an opportunity for spontaneous creative expression 
by running their fingers through this large wind chime, it is also a tactile and delightful 
experience. Built to deliver high quality sound whilst being able to withstand the vigorous 
play of children inside or outside.  Age: 3+ yrs

HUGE 50cm

Masterkidz Is It Magnetic Game Board
 133607 ............................................................................................ $59.95

The game board contains 9 different materials seen in our daily life. Use the magnetic 
pen to see which of the materials will react to magnet. Made of sustainable European 
Beech plywood. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Magnetism Discovery Board

 
133606 ............................................................................................ $69.95
An ideal activity for children to be introduced to magnetism. Take out the horse-shoe 
magnet and the magnet bar to see how attraction and repulsion works between 
magnetic poles. Also, magnets can be placed near the metal powder box to visualise 
magnetic power or to see the magnetic field lines. A compass is also included to teach 
children about how magnetic fields are always around us and there are even magnetic 
poles on the earth we are living in. A great introductory resource to learning science. 
Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 3+ yrs

Natural Petal Perfume or Potion Kit

 
137145 .......................................................................................... $154.95
An Apothecary Kit. Everything needed for little scientists to head out into the garden and 
start collecting flowers, petals, herbs or rocks and sand. Children develop dispositions 
for learning such as curiosity, creativity, enthusiasm, persistence and imagination and 
use skills such as problem solving, inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching 
and investigating when creating their own lotions and potions or simply deconstructing 
objects.  

Archaeological Dig Set

 
137154 In A Tin ................................................................................. $36.95
Archaeological sets are an excellent way to combine science education and fun. 
Encourage children to engage their minds and hands as they play by giving them a 
fun opportunity to dig and discover artefacts, fossils, and gemstones. Ideal for use in 
gardens, sandpits or softfall. This set includes a 4.1m site string, 6 x 18cm wooden 
stakes & an 18cm wooden mallet, all supplied in a handy storage tin.  
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Rainbow Resin Portable Play Jar
 137187 Pebble Slices 7pcs .....................  $75.95

7 various sized coloured pebble slices in a convenient 
portable play jar. Size: 3.5 to 9cm 
137188 Gem Stones 12pcs .....................  $84.95
A set of 12 gem stones or Zen blocks in rainbow colours, 
that can be stacked or used with light boxes or panels. 
Size: 3cm 

137189 Nuts & Bolts 28pcs .....................  $94.95
Tactile, great for hand-eye coordination and encouraging 
muscle strength are benefits of this set of resin Nuts & 
Bolts. Contains 7 bolts & 7 nuts. Size: Bolts 6cm 

137190 Bowls 7pcs ................................  $84.95
These 7 bowls come in the range of rainbow colours 
and are brilliant on light panels or in loose play activities. 
Size: 7cm 

137191 Rings & Discs 12pcs ...................  $84.95
12 vivid coloured rings & discs contained within a 
portable play jar for open, loose play or light panel 
experiments. Size: 5 to 8cm 

137193 People with Crochet Hats 12pcs ...... $75.95
Children’s faces will light up and so do these 6 resin 
people when placed on a light panel. They are supplied 
with adorable crochet hats. Size: 6cm 

Rainbow Resin
 137192 Rainbow 6pcs ...........................  $84.95

Supplied in a cardboard box, comes 6 rainbow shaped 
& coloured resin pieces ideal for light table activities. 
Size: 3 to 10.5cm 

Perfect for early years education, a magnificent range of hand-poured resin portable play sets. Synthetic, semi-transparent and in vivid rainbow colours, each 
set encourages colour exploration, problem solving and creativity. Excellent for sensory play due to the coloured light passing through, these are amazing 
tactile and visual resources. Not only limited to use with light boxes or panels, each set can be used in loose play provocation or in mathematics or construction 

activities.

Rainbow Resin Super Set
 137193T 84pcs ..................................... $559.95

A super set of all of the resources in the Rainbow resin 
range.  Age: 3+ yrs
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Masterkidz Colour Mixing Learning 
Mirror

 133597 ................................................  $44.95
A self reflective colour mixing learning board allowing 
kids to learn about colour mixing. They can also look 
at their self-reflections in colours. Size: 28 x 28cm  
Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz Colour Viewer

 
133595 ................................................  $39.95
This colour viewing resource is featured with 5 viewers 
in red, yellow, blue, green and orange. Children can 
learn about different colours and have fun exploring 
the world by looking through the coloured viewers.  
Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz Visual Discovery Board

 133594 ................................................  $39.95
This visual experience board consists of a concave 
lens, convex lens, a magnifier and a mirror. A great 
visual educational resource children will have fun with.  
Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs
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Bauspiel Construction
“Bauspiel” meaning Building Game is a German manufacturer of high quality 
wooden toys known for their great workmanship. All Bauspiel wooden products 
are made from native timber, mainly Beech, Alder and Linden. The colour 
ingredients used, comply with EU standard 71 and are non-toxic. The different 
geometrical shapes of Bauspiel products allow children to learn playfully while 
they construct, nest in one another and stack, as the majority of Bauspiel products 
can be used with each other.

A
SET

B
SET

A
SET

A
SET

B
SET

B
SET

136781T 311pcs ............................................................................ $1,249.95
The perfect introduction into the colourful world of Bauspiel construction begins here, 
with this impressive collection of 5 Bauspiel sets. Included are the Natural Stacking 
Grid Blocks 12pcs, Coloured Wooden Corner Blocks 51pcs, Natural X Shape Blocks 
48pcs, Coloured Stepped Blocks 100pcs and Acrylic Cubes 100pcs.

136782T 354pcs ............................................................................ $1,849.95
This is the big building set for children who love imaginative play. Children can create 
just about anything with these fantastic Bauspiel construction blocks, as nearly all pieces 
are compatible with each other. 

A
SET

B
SETSTARTER SET - 311PCS FULL SET - 354PCS

FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS CHECK PAGE 440 OF OUR EARLY EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES CATALOGUE OR OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Gluckskafer Large Wooden Play Blocks  
113802 Coloured 17pcs ....................................................................  $44.95
These high quality wooden blocks are protected with durable and firmly adhering water-glazed colours, which underline the wood character - in contrast to painted surfaces. The 
wood grain shines through and the surface looks a bit rougher, so that the blocks do not slip which is a benefit for sensory development. The building blocks are child-friendly wooden 
toys for creative play and can also be stacked in a certain formation to create a puzzle. They promote visual perception, hand-eye coordination and dexterity. The pieces range in 
size from 6.5 to 15cm and come in a convenient net bag.  Age: 2+ yrs

Magformers Curve Set

 133976 40pcs ................................................................................. $104.95
Magformers Curve 40 piece set contains Rainbow Squares, Arches, Sectors, Cones 
and Spheres, so you can create wonderful organic structures. Create open-ended 
creations or follow the step-by-step ideas booklet to build arches, towers and more. 
Size: 6.5 to 12cm Age: 3+ yrs

Magformers Basic Window Set
 133977 30pcs ................................................................................... $71.95

With clear window centres, you can add a different dimension to your magnetic models. 
Learn to build Tetrahedrons, Cubes and Octahedrons as well as space ships, rockets, 
hot-air balloons and submarines. Size: 5.5 to 6cm Age: 3+ yrs

Gluckskafer Wooden Coloured Shapes
 113804 Sunrise 10pcs ........................................................................ $64.95

The lovely contours of the earth below contrast with the rounded dome of the Blue 
heaven above, with the rays protecting the rising sun within their warm embrace.  

Grimm’s Landscape Puzzle

 
140165 Small 14pcs .......................................................................  $109.95
With the exceptional shapes of the landscape building blocks, children can create 
flowing landscapes, with hills and mountains, water and trees as well as houses and 
caves. The arcs can decorate buildings as roofs and the pointed pieces can become 
strong battlements. The organic, curved shapes inspire children to develop fine 
motor skills and spatial thinking skills through block play. Each block is 2cm thick.  
Size: Frame is 28cm Age: 3+ yrs

113805 Sundown 10pcs ..................................................................... $64.95
The lovely contours of the sea below contrast with the rounded dome of the purple 
heaven above with the rays overlaying the setting sun within their evening glow. This 
is represented in this German made, wooden block set. A tactile, visual open 
ended product that can be stacked, pieced together or taken apart in puzzle form.  
Size: 25 x 7 x 13cm Age: 2+ yrs

113803 Natural 17pcs ......................................................................  $44.95
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Natural Woodland & House Scene

 
136624 Summer House Set 13pcs.................................................... $199.95
The centrepiece of this amazing set is a hollowed out tree stump (20cmH), which 
has been turned into a Summer home. The home contains a hinged door and two 
windows, along with a Green felt roof with an attic opening and a ladder. A 65cm 
play scape felt mat (with river) provides the base to the set. Also included is a half 
hollow log (20cmL), wooden canoe, 3 wooden pebble animals (6cm), 2 felt people 
with wooden feet (11cmH) and 2 small felt woodland people.  Age: 3+ yrs

Felt Village  
Horses & Corral Set

 136692T 13pcs ................................................................................. $114.95
Featuring 3 felt horses (19cmH) and a 10 piece driftwood corral with gate (12cmH), this 
set encourages imaginative play while also promoting storytelling, as children dream up 
characters helping nurture language and literacy skills.  Age: 3+ yrs

hollowed 
tree 

stump 
home

Bauspiel Knight’s Castle & Characters Set
 136783T 23pcs ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $269.95

The complete Knight’s Castle adventure can be experienced with the Bauspiel open-ended Castle set and seven piece character set. Additional Bauspiel block products (sold 
separately) can be added for extra extension play.  Age: 3+ yrs

Felt Prehistoric Set
 136623 18pcs .................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $349.95

Encourage children to engage in creative and imaginative play with this amazing Prehistoric felt set. Multiple children can be entertained at the same time with this open-ended, 
360 degree felt playscape. The generous 80 x 70cm play mat plays home to a volcano (22cmH) complete with 3 lava flows, 2 large dinosaurs (23 & 26cmH), 3 small dinosaurs 
(10cmH), mountain range (24 x 11cmH), 5 rocks (3 to 6cmH) and 2 gorgeous trees with wooden trunks (15 & 18cmH).  Age: 3+ yrs

25cm

15cm

136775
Bauspiel 

Knight’s Castle  
- 16pcs 
$214.95

made from 
oiled alder 

wood

136783
Felt & Wooden 
Knight’s Castle 
Characters - 
7pcs  $79.95

136692 Felt Village 
Horses 3pcs $69.95

136691 Natural 
Driftwood Horse Corral 

10pcs $54.95

Pretend Play Scenes
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Gluckskafer Wooden Animal Set  
113800 Farm Animals 24pcs ..............................................................  $54.95
113801 Zoo & Aquarium Animals 23pcs .............................................  $54.95
The shapes are simple, giving the impression of each animal while allowing plenty of 
room for the imagination. Made of natural Beechwood with edges lightly stained in 
water-based paint allowing the natural grain of the wood to come through. The animals 
range between 5-8cm.  Age: 3+ yrs

Australiana Crochet Set

 
137133 Mini Beasts ........................................................................... $57.95
These 8 crazy critters are hiding in their leaf worried about their bright, odd, colours 
wondering if you will notice that they are a bit different. This crochet set has been 
created to evoke higher order thinking and conversation with children who are 
aware that there is something a bit different about these bugs.. but what is it?.  
Size: Leaf 27 x 17cm 

Penguin Family Play Set

 137175 In Portable Play Jar 6pcs ......................................................... $29.95
This pair of 7cmH hand carved wooden Penguins are the highlight of this portable play 
jar set. With their with 3 felt eggs and gorgeous crochet play mat to represent the arctic, 
this set can be the starting point to discuss the Penguins and their habitat or to use in 
loose part play activities or in a winter themed display.  Age: 3+ yrs

Bees Family Play Set

 
137176 In Portable Play Jar 9pcs ......................................................... $62.95
Engage children’s imaginations with this BEE-AUTIFUL felt family of Bees, wooden 
hives and crochet garden mat. This portable play jar set can be used on its own as a 
singular or small group play scape, or as a fantastic display piece representing Spring/
Summer. As an open ended resource, it can also be used for sorting, counting and size 
sequencing. Size: 16cm Mat Age: 3+ yrs

Felt Rosella & Wooden Nest Set
 137177 6pcs ..................................................................................... $23.95

Children will love looking after this little Aussie Parrot and its eggs, wondering when and 
what will hatch. A perfect play provocation for exploring the life cycle of birds is in this 
charming set of felt and wooden products. Size: Rosella 11cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Wooden Chicken  
House & Crochet  
Nesting Set

 

137173 12pcs.................. $69.95
Explore the relationship between 
chicken, eggs and roosting. Name 
your chickens, collect their eggs and 
there is even a little bowl to feed them 
with. The house and chickens are 
made from wood, while there is also a 
beautiful crochet garden mat included.  
Size: House 4 x 11 x 22cmH 

Pig Family Play Set

 137174 In Portable Play Jar 6pcs ......................................................... $31.95
An adorable family of hand carved wooden Pigs, consisting of Dad, Mum and 3 
piglets with curly tails. The crochet play mat completes this portable play jar set. Extend 
the loose part play experience with these animals to incorporate sorting and counting 
activities. Size: 16cm Mat Age: 3+ yrs

Wooden Honeycomb Bee Hive & Felt Bee Set

 137172 16pcs ................................................................................... $69.95
Explore the wonder of bees and their integral role in nature, as children can stack and 
create their own hive for the bees to return to and make their honey. This little fun set 
includes 7 wooden hexagon honeycombs (3cm), 2 hives (5cmH) and 7 fuzzy felt bees 
(3cm).  
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Jumbo Animal Replicas

Jumbo  
Dinosaur Set

 

133681 12pcs.............................. $269.95
Super in size and in detail is this set of 12 PVC plastic 
Dinosaurs. Suitable for the classroom and the 
sand pit, these durable figurines can withstand 
even the harshest treatment. The set consists of 
a Stegosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Rex, Triceratops, 
Apatosaurus, Parasaurolphus, Deinonychus, 
Pachycephalosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Ceratosaurus, 
Allosaurus, Styracosaurus and Dilophosaurus.  
Size: Stegosaurus 50cmL Age: 3+ yrs

Jumbo Farm Animal Set

 133682 5pcs ..................................................................  $99.95
A set of 5 super sized farm animals. Made from PVC plastic, includes a 
pig, horse, sheep, chicken and cow. The large size of these animals make 
them perfect for imaginative and creative play for children and also as a 
play piece in the sandpit. Size: Cow 35cmL Age: 3+ yrs

Jumbo Sea Animal Set

 

133683 6pcs......... $149.95
This set includes 6 large sea 
animals made from sturdy PVC 
plastic. The Orca Whale, 
Humpback Whale, Great 
White Shark, Hammerhead 
Shark, Hound Shark & Dolphin 
are perfect for imaginative and 
creative role play indoors or 
outdoors in a sandpit. They 
can also be used in discussions 
regarding sea animals, habitats 
and life cycles, or even to discuss 
environmental issues. Size: Great 
White 53cmL Age: 3+ yrs

35cm

Jumbo Insect Set

 
133684 12pcs................................ $199.95
Take role play and sand play to the next level, with 
this set of super sized 12 insects with amazing 
detail. The set includes a variety of different insects, 
including a scorpion, spider, bee, cricket, lady 
beetle, grasshopper and more. Size: Bee 26cmL 
Age: 3+ yrs

26cm

53cm

30
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Jumbo Sea Animal Set

 

133683 6pcs......... $149.95
This set includes 6 large sea 
animals made from sturdy PVC 
plastic. The Orca Whale, 
Humpback Whale, Great 
White Shark, Hammerhead 
Shark, Hound Shark & Dolphin 
are perfect for imaginative and 
creative role play indoors or 
outdoors in a sandpit. They 
can also be used in discussions 
regarding sea animals, habitats 
and life cycles, or even to discuss 
environmental issues. Size: Great 
White 53cmL Age: 3+ yrs

John Deere Large Construction Vehicles  
137521 Tractor with Loader 38cm........................................................ $32.95
137522 Excavator 38cm ..................................................................... $32.95
137523 Dump Truck 38cm .................................................................. $32.95

137523T Set of 3 ..................................................................................  $94.95
All three rugged John Deere 38cm construction vehicles are constructed of durable plastic 
and includes Tractor with front loader, Excavator and Dump truck. Hours of outdoor sand 
pit fun.  Age: 3+ yrs

John Deere Extra Large Construction Vehicles  
137524 Dump Truck 53cm .................................................................. $84.95
137525 Tractor with Loader 53cm........................................................ $84.95
137525T Set of 2 ............................................................................... $159.95

These massive replica John Deere construction vehicles are big and tough for any job. 
Built to last from a durable plastic and steel combination, each vehicle features fully 
functional parts, making them perfect for endless hours in the garden or sand pit. This set 
includes the 53cm Dump truck and Tractor with front loader.  Age: 3+ yrs

John Deere Construction Vehicles
John Deere fans of all ages will enjoy this range of construction and off-road toys. These toys combine the classic John Deere 
green and yellow styling with durable design and super cool features. Designed for ultra tough outdoor play and priced right, 
John Deere toys offer imaginative role-play and lots of sand pit fun. This range of John Deere vehicles has something for 
everyone, from the 1:64 scale replica set of 4 up to the massive 53cm construction vehicle range.
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Playforever  
Classic Vehicles  
149250 Mini Yellow 16cm .................................................................  $57.95
149251 Midi Buck Red 21cm .............................................................  $79.95
149252 Bruno Racing Car Metallic Blue 26cm .....................................  $99.95

149252T Set of 3 ...............................................................................  $229.95
  Age: 12+ mths

Playforever believe in authentic design and a flawless finish. The Playforever ethos is that beautiful products are born from the finest materials. Built in the UK, 
from heavy duty ABS plastic and using child-friendly, soft-roll rubber wheels and long-lasting, UV-resistant paint finishes. There is no compromise on detail 
or quality. All products are safety-tested to the highest international standards. This is simply one of the coolest range of cars that have ever been made. Their 

miniature size are perfect for children and are built to last. Set of all 3 classic vehicles are available here.

Natural Lichee Big Sea Vehicles  
140102 Ocean Liner 45 x 10 x 12cmH ................................................  $79.95
140103 Ferry 39 x 17 x 22cmH ..........................................................  $99.95
140104 Tug Boat 33 x 15 x 8cmH .......................................................  $59.95

140104T Set of 3 ................................................................................  $219.95
An impressive fleet of three large sea vehicles, all handmade in Vietnam from sustainable 
solid Lichee timber. All vehicles are also sold individually.  Age: 3+ yrs

Ocean Liner

Ferry

Tug Boat

Bauspiel Wooden Vehicles
 136780 Small 5pcs .......................................................................... $154.95

A German made set of four wooden vehicles with stable, quiet rolling rubber wheels. 
The set contains a Red Fire truck (14cm), Green Police car (13cm), Blue truck (13cm) 
with driver and a Yellow mail truck (13cm).  Age: 3+ yrs

136779 Large 13pcs .........................................................................  $224.95
Beautifully constructed large wooden vehicle set, which consists of a racing car (20cm), 
bus (21cm) and a tractor (16cm) and trailer (15cm). All vehicles come complete with 
rubber profiled wheels and passengers. These vehicles are made from thick timber, 
so they are incredibly durable and also are covered with a non-toxic colour finish.   
Age: 3+ yrs

Wooden Lorry Truck

 137163 22cm........................................  $31.95
Solidly built wooden truck with strong timber wheels and 
a 12cm x 2.7cm deep open tray with leather lining 
for transporting items around the classroom or outside.   
Age: 18+ mths

Wooden Ute

 
137165 24cm........................................  $24.95
You cant get more Australian than a ute. This handmade 
ute even has a leather lined tray measuring 10cm x 
2.5cm deep, this added texture also protects the ute 
tray. Perfect for transporting zen blocks, pebbles or felt 
balls to the building site or taking the dog for a drive.  
Age: 18+ mths

Wooden  
Aviator  
Pilot & Plane

 137164 14cm.........................................  $37.95
This is a super solid wooden plane, so it can withstand 
the rigours of a classroom environment. It even comes 
with its own aviator pilot complete with crochet scarf and 
helmet.  Age: 18+ mths
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Majorette Vehicles
110695T  

Cars & Trucks 10pk 
$33.95

110693 Construction 6pk .................................................................... $34.95
Six different construction vehicles under original licence from their famous big brother 
manufacturers. The cement mixer, transporter and truck feature some moving parts and 
are manufactured from high quality metal and plastic. Designs & colours will vary upon 
availability. Size: approx. 7.5cm 

110695 Helicopters 6pk ..................................................................... $44.95
Features a variety of six helicopters used all over the world. Each Majorette helicopter 
has a manually turning rotor and is manufactured from quality metal. The windows 
allow a view into the authentically designed cockpit. Designs & colours will vary upon 
availability. Size: approx. 13cm 

110696 Airplanes 6pk ........................................................................ $44.95
Featuring striking designs, the Fantasy Airplane range from Majorette transforms the 
classroom into an airport. Each passenger aircraft is made from durable metal with 
plastic parts. Designs & colours will vary upon availability. Size: approx. 13cm 

110698 Farm 6pk .............................................................................. $34.95
This collection is comprised of six famous farm machines. The vehicles are replicas of 
the big manufacturers like VW and Massey Ferguson. Transparent front lights, moving 
parts and an authentic design bring the action from the field into the playroom. Designs 
& colours will vary upon availability. Size: approx. 7.5cm 

110698T Set of 34 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................  $179.95
A full set of the Majorette die-cast vehicle range, featuring an assorted selection of 6 Construction vehicles, 6 Helicopters, 6 Airplanes, 6 Farm vehicles and an assortment of10 cars 
or trucks.  Age: 3+ yrs

Majorette Vehicles

Discoveroo Assorted Chunky Car Set

 144174 3pcs ....................................................................................  $29.95
Designed for toddler’s, these 3 beautiful cars are ideal for little hands to grab. Made 
from Beech Wood and covered in a non-toxic water lacquer they are a perfect 
early learner’s toy car. Each car measures 12 x 6 x 7.5cmH. Colours may vary.   
Age: 12+ mths

Discoveroo Emergency Car Set

 144172 5pcs .................................................................................... $31.95
Built solidly from plantation Tea Wood are these 5 Emergency toy cars featuring a Police 
Car, Ambulance, Wildlife Rescue Car, Fire Engine and every child’s emergency vehicle, 
an Ice Cream Van. Perfect for Toddler’s as there are no parts that protrude or can come 
off. Each vehicle measures 8 x 6 x 5cmH.  Age: 18+ mths
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Transport Vehicles

included in  
34 piece set

Majorette model vehicles have been an international success with children and car fans from all over the world since the 1960’s. Emanating in France, the high quality 
replica toys appeal to people from every generation as collector’s pieces or for play. Majorette has been an automotive industry partner for many years, enabling it to 
develop very realistic model vehicles. From passenger cars, commercial and construction vehicles to airplanes and helicopters, the range has something for everybody. 

The use of sturdy materials combined with premium workmanship in Majorette’s production sites means that they are of high quality and are particularly resilient.
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Literacy - Headphones & Audio Books

Children’s Volume  
Limited Bluetooth  
Headphones

 

139662 Red .................................................................. $44.95
These Bluetooth Volume Limited headphones are designed for tech-driven 
children and will protect sensitive ears from excessive noise. With a built 
in noise-limiting functionality, children have the freedom to listen to music 
or stories cable free, allowing for complete entertainment enjoyment. 
Noise output is limited to 85dB and a transmission range of 10 meters. 
Can also be used manually with a 3.5mm audio cable (sold separately 
code: 139964). For multiple children to listen simultaneously to the 
same audio source, use an audio cable to connect the headphones to 
a listening post or compatible player with multiple outputs, as this is not 
achievable via Bluetooth.  

Children’s Volume Limited Foldable Headphones

 139661 Blue ................................................................  $19.95
These noise limited headphones are designed specifically for children to 
protect sensitive ears from excessive noise. With a bright, vibrant design, 
noise-limiting functionality and a handy carry bag storage, you can’t go 
wrong. 85dB volume limited with a 1.2 meter cord.  

designed 
specifically for 

children

bluetooth 
enabled transmission 

range of 10 
meters

Sound Book

 
130274 Into The Savannah .....................  $27.95
Sassi Into The Savannah is the story of a little bird that 
cannot learn how to fly. Can it reach its flock with the 
help of the animals of the Savannah?. Read the sweet 
tale of this little bird and listen to ten wonderful sounds of 
nature that will accompany you in this story full of magic.  
Age: 4+ yrs
130275 Into The Forest ............................ $27.95
In the midst of a moonlit night, a firefly is searching for 
something that makes it feel less insignificant. Among 
the trees and animals of the forest, the firefly will learn 
the value of the little things. Read the tale of the firefly 
and listen to ten wonderful sounds of nature that will 
accompany you in this story full of magic.  Age: 4+ yrs

The Swap  
138376A Book Only...... $21.95
138376T Book and CD. $39.95
138376U CD & 4 Book Set $89.95

The Cow Tripped Over 
The Moon  
138378A Book Only...... $21.95
138378T Book  and CD. $39.95
138378U CD & 4 Book Set $89.95

Seagull  
138379A Book Only...... $21.95
138379T Book  and CD. $39.95
138379U CD & 4 Book Set $89.95

Today We Have NO PLANS 
138377A Book Only...... $21.95
138377T Book and CD.  $39.95
138377U CD & 4 Book Set $89.95

Caroline Crocodile’s baby brother 
dribbles, but all Mama Crocodile 
EVER says is how GORGEOUS he 
is. Caroline is VERY jealous. She 
goes to the Baby Shop and swaps 
her dribbly brother for a new baby. 
A warm and funny story about 
jealousy and love, change and 
compromise.  

A journey through a week in the life 
of an Australian family, celebrating 
those precious days that have no 
plans. In this beautifully illustrated 
book, the rhyming text takes you 
through the busy week of school 
and family activities – but then.. take 
a breath as Sunday comes around, 
Clocks seem to slow their hands and 
Mum and Dad don’t rush about, 
they say, “We are not going out, 
today we have NO plans”.  

Hey diddle diddle, you all know 
the riddle, a cow jumps over the 
moon..but the moon is very high in 
the sky. How many attempts will it 
take before Cow makes her famous 
high-flying leap?. It’s a story about 
perseverance, friendship and above 
all..triumph.”  

Seagull loves to fly. It makes her 
heart sing. But when she gets 
caught in a tangle of fishing line on 
the beach, Seagull can only watch 
as birds fly effortlessly above. What 
can she do? Seagull provides a 
powerful, positive message about 
the conservation of our environment 
and the preservation of our wildlife.  

3.5mm 
Headphones Audio  

Cable - 1.5m
139664 | $7.95

Nickel-plated 3.5mm 
stereo audio cable, 
designed to connect 
headphones or other 
speaker to your audio 
output device (listening 
post, CD Player, mobile 
device (smartphone, 
tablet, laptop, MP3 
player), etc).  
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Child Initiated Early Writing

 160621 ................................................  $39.95
This book is about finding many different ways to make 
the writing process fun and productive for both the 
child and the educator during the years before formal 
schooling begins. 48 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

Child Development

 160619 ................................................  $39.95
Child Development focuses on three key areas of the 
developing child, the child as a skilful communicator 
and the child as competent learner. 76 pages.  
Size: 205 x 292mm 

Masterkidz Translucent  
Numbers & Letters Set

 
133629 38pcs ....................................... $99.95
Brighten up learning, with this high quality colourful 
translucent letter and number set. A perfect combination 
with LED Light Panels as pieces are made of durable 
acrylic in precise colours so that children can also learn 
about colour mixing: red + yellow = orange, etc. The set 
comes in a sturdy, stackable Birch Ply wooden storage box.  
Size: 22 x 20 x 9cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Tactile Letters,  
Numbers & Shapes Panel Set

 133632 40pcs ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $134.95
A set of high quality engraved solid Birch wooden tiles providing a visual and tactile experience to help children learn about letters, numbers and a variety of basic shapes. Children 
can finger trace and learn about upper case letters on one side and lower case on the reverse, while the number tiles have various geometric symbols or mathematical symbols on 
the reverse side. Each smooth, rounded tile measures 7cm square and is a chunky 1cm thick. Supplied in a convenient strong Birch Ply storage tray measuring 41 x 20 x 5.5cmH  
Age: 2+ yrs

Natural Wooden Letters & Numbers Box Set

 

136800 280pcs ..........................................................................................................................  $479.95
Explore the many literacy and numeracy learning opportunities with this huge classroom natural set of 280 wooden letter 
and number tiles. Each wooden tile is 5.5cm square x 1cm thick, light and smooth to touch and made from Alstonia 
wood, a renewable and sustainable resource native to the tropics. The set contains 100 upper case letters, 100 lower 
case letters, 60 numbers and 20 operators (= x - + ÷) and is supplied in a solid wooden box with double hinged doors. 
Frequently used letters such as a and e have extra letters provided. Encourage children recognise letters and sort them 
into words and/or sentences and practise pronouncing them, or simply spell out their own name by arranging the tiles. 
Numeracy skills such as recognising numbers, counting, solving number problems, sorting, noticing patterns, adding and 
subtracting numbers and so on, can be developed with the aid of this set. Box measures 45 x 50 x 9cmH.  Age: 3+ yrs
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Masterkidz Fingers Counting Board

 
133608 ................................................  $42.95
This Finger Counting Board represents left and right 
hands. Each finger is numbered on both sides in numbers 
and words. A great resource for the little ones to learn 
about hands, fingers and counting. Size: 28 x 28cm 
Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz Numbering Snake Puzzle 
Board

 
133609 ................................................  $39.95
Beautiful and chunky wooden pieces starting from 0 to 
10, turn into a snake when the pieces are placed on 
the board in the correct sequence. Scale complexity by 
completing on or off the self correcting board. Wooden 
pieces are rounded and made of sustainable European 
Beech. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz 1 to 5 Numbers Learning 
Magnetic Maze

 
133599 ................................................  $59.95
Colour matching by numbers. Move the coloured beads 
using the magnetic want to the respective numbers. 
Through play, learn about numbers and quantity. Develops 
fine motor skills and concentration. Self correction made 
easy as the right number of coloured beads match the 
correct coloured number. Made of sustainable European 
Beech plywood. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs

Giant Wooden Abacus

 
143310 86cmH .....................................  $99.95
This beautiful wooden abacus is a great way to teach 
little ones about counting, colours, patterns and more. 
Brightly coloured wooden beads that slide smoothly, 
as little fingers move them back and forth to develop 
intellectual and motor skills. Size: 47 x 28 x 86cmH 

Masterkidz Blocks & Cups  
133590 Circle .....................................  $119.95
 Size: 20 x 21 x 5.5cmH Age: 2+ yrs

133591 Square ....................................  $119.95
Expertly designed to engage children in developing a 
variety of colour, problem solving and fine motor skills. 
A set of 9 wooden cups in assorted colours. Made 
of European wood and supplied in a sturdy wooden 
storage box, along with instruction cards and a handy 
guide book. Size: 20 x 20 x 5.5cmH Age: 2+ yrs
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Number Recognition

Masterkidz 1 to 10 Number Learning Set

 133635 37pcs .................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $199.95
A set of solid wooden numbers perfect for the development of number learning, number sequencing and simple mathematical skills. The set includes numbers from 1 to 10. The height 
of each number is proportional to the respective number quantity. For example, the height of number five is equal to the height of the number 2 & 3 stacked on top of each other as well 
as 4 & 1. Learn the concepts of quantity and simple addition and subtraction. “Feel” 1 + 1 = 2 by physically touching the pieces or by visually comparing their heights. The numbers 
are made of European Beech Wood. The 37 piece set includes: 32 number pieces, 3 dice, 1 guide book and 1 wooden storage tray. Box measures 41 x 20 x 5cmH.  Age: 3+ yrs

height of each 
number is in 

proportion to the 
respective number 

quantity

10 = 4+6
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Jumbo Junior  
Bowls & Balls

 136799 Set of 7 ..............................................................................  $134.95
A vibrant rainbow coloured felt bowls and balls set for babies and above. Bowls 
measure 15cmDia and 10.5cmH and the large balls are 5cm diameter. A great 
introduction to counting, sorting and learning different colours.  Age: 0+ mths

Bauspiel Bead Board Set

 
136777 256pcs ............................................................................... $324.95
Bauspiel Bead Boards are playable on both sides, one side has 10 × 10 bead wells 
which are well suited for counting and arithmetic. The reverse side has 136 staggered 
hollows for creating patterns, pictures and pyramids. The use of the two plastic tweezers 
promote fine motor skills and dexterity. The 12 beautiful wooden bowls are the perfect 
size for children’s hands and invite them to sort the beads by colour. This awesome set 
contains 2 Bead Boards (31 x 31 x 2cm), 2 plastic tweezers, 12 wooden bowls (9 
cmH) and 240 x 2cm wooden beads with 20 per colour.  Age: 3+ yrs

Bauspiel Junior Bead Board Set

 

136778 33pcs ................................................................................. $359.95
This Junior Bead Board set consists of two double-sided bead boards (37.5 x 37.5 x 
2cmH), 6 felt cups (9cmH) and 36 drilled wooden balls (4.5cm). One side of each 
bead board has 25 hollows where the wooden balls can be placed to make patterns 
and early math & counting experiments. The wooden beads can be stacked on top of 
each other or even threaded together with string or twine. The reverse side has a built-in 
spiral groove, where coordination can be tested to balance the wooden balls or roll 
them back and forth to complete the track. The 6 felt cups are supplied in the same 6 
colours as the wooden balls.  Age: 0+ yrs

set includes 
two double 
sided boards

double sided 
boards

Masterkidz Jumbo Lacing Beads

 
133634 ..........................................................................................  $164.95
An open-ended resource to help encourage children with colour and shape recognition 
while developing fine motor skills. This can be used in intentional teaching activities or as 
part of play based learning. Includes: 4 x wooden stands, 8 x double-sided work-cards, 
16 x logical combination exercises, 12 x coloured threading laces, assorted beads, 1 
x wooden tray and 1 x fabric storage bag. Made from quality European Beech wood 
(FSC). The tray measures 41 x 20 x 6cmH.  Age: 2+ yrs

Weaving Loom Set
 137149 6pcs ..................................................................................... $64.95

Children will be able to think about which patterns and colours they use to create 
designs from their own imaginations, in this traditional weaving set. Included are 2 large 
rectangle frames, a rainbow coloured wool skein, hemp skein and 2 wooden needles.  

Wooden Counting Pigs
 137148 100pcs ................................................................................  $79.95

Oink Oink. 100 magnificent wooden counting pigs. 50 dark and 50 light varieties for 
sorting and sequencing. A sustainable and cute alternative to plastic counters which 
bring fun to maths. Size: 3cm Age: 3+ yrs
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Wooden Geo Shape Board
 148081 19 x 19 x 2cmH ........................  $27.95

A wooden puzzle with 9 different geometric shaped 
blocks to teach shape recognition. Made from sustainable 
plantation timber and non-toxic lacquer.  Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz Tangram Board

 
133610 ................................................  $42.95
This colourful and sturdy Tangram puzzle is made of 
sustainable European Beech and Plywood. Children 
can put together the pieces in different combinations 
and shapes. The board provides some reference 
ideas for designs to help stimulate creativity. A perfect 
developmental resource to stimulate logical thinking and 
creativity for little ones. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 2+ yrs

Masterkidz Spiral Wheel Board

 133611 ................................................  $49.95
This resource will stimulate creative play and visual 
development as children discover the different ways of 
completing the puzzle. Made from European Beech 
wood. Size: 28 x 28cm Age: 18+ mths

Masterkidz Translucent Geometric 
Shapes Set

 

133630 51pcs ........................................ $99.95
High quality set of translucent colourful tiles in different 
shapes, making the teaching of geometric shape 
composition simple and easy. A perfect combination 
with LED Light Panels as pieces are made of durable 
acrylic in precise colours so that children can also learn 
about colour mixing: red + yellow = orange, etc. This set 
comes in a sturdy, stackable Birch Ply wooden storage 
box.  Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Tic Tac Toe Game

 133604 ................................................. $39.95
A classic Tic-Tac-Toe game made of sturdy and chunky 
timber. The wooden pieces are made of sustainable 
European Beech with rounded edges. Size: 28 x 28cm 
Age: 3+ yrs

Masterkidz Sand Timer Set
 133628 4pcs .............................................................................................................................. $119.95

Durable sand timers, made of European hardwood and plastic. The 4 piece set includes one 1-minute, one 2-minute, 
one 3-minute and one 5-minute timer. Ideal for games, task timing and other time sensitive projects. Size: 8.5 x 16cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs
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Rainbow Pebbles Classroom Set

 129642 302pcs .........................................................................................................................  $269.95
These Rainbow Pebbles are a great educational tool for a variety of sorting, counting, colour recognition and other 
activities. The set includes pebbles in an assortment of colours and sizes, along with a variety of activity cards to help 
get you started. This bumper value pack contains a total of 252 pebbles across 6 sizes and 6 colours, 47 activity 
cards and 3 spinners.  Age: 3+ yrs
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143290 American .............................................................................. $79.95

143291 Asian..................................................................................... $79.95143292 Italian ................................................................................... $79.95

143293 Japanese............................................................................... $79.95 143294 Mexican ................................................................................  $79.95

143294T Set of 5 ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................  $369.95

International Food Play Sets

The Blue Ribbon International Food Sets help children to get 
a feel for the different types of kitchenware that can be used 
around the world and also the types of foods which are cooked 
within these cuisines. These quality food sets are made from 
eco-friendly, sustainable Rubberwood and painted only using 
non-toxic finishes. Each set comes in a handy wooden storage 
box which doubles as the appropriate cooking surface on 
the lid matching the culture. A picture board is also provided 
detailing the food and utensils per set. 

Box size 30 x 20 x 12.5cmH.

Blue Ribbon Wooden  
International Food Sets
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Aussie Play Large Jungle Bridge
 146293 .......................................................................................... $649.95

A larger version of the Jungle Bridge, now at a gigantic 1.2m long, this bridge is a full 0.5m longer 
than the standard Jungle Bridge. A timber bridge that sways, bounces and wobbles with large 
handrails for a safe crossing! Trestles not included.Size: 165 x 45 x 65cmH Age: 2+ yrs

Aussie Play Chain Crossing
 146292 .........................................................................................  $629.95

Challenge your balance skills on this chain crossing. Featuring a heavy duty cargo net 
style chain, this product offers a new texture to further challenge the children’s balance 
skills. Trestles not included. Size: 145 x 55 x 60cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Moving Platform

 
146294 .......................................................................................... $999.95
The Moving Platform features a non-slip 71cm Hex surface board suspended from 
a durable rope and can slide in all directions. With the special fastening system, 
the board movement is limited to ensure no foot or finger pinch hazards can occur. 
To offer varying difficulty, support handles have been added on 2 sides and for a 
more difficult challenge there are no support handles on the other 2 sides. Attach 
a walkboard or other attachment piece to all 4 sides to create a unique play set.  
Size: 120 x 105 x 118cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Billy Kidz Soft Play Gross Motor Block 
Set

 

159745 15pcs ...................................... $679.95
A giant set of 15 large, tough vinyl covered foam blocks 
allowing children to construct obstacle courses to climb 
under, over, through shapes and build up and knock 
down blocks, for a fun activity. This set encourages 
exercise, team building, gross motor skills and muscle 
strength. Easy to wipe clean vinyl in lovely natural 
colours. The blocks range in size and shape from the 
cylinder at 18cm to the massive circle at 67cm.  

Billy Kidz Soft Play Activity Block Set

 

159735 14pcs .....................................  $459.95
These natural coloured soft foam blocks are great for 
construction, role play and creating obstacle courses. 
Made up of various geometric shapes and sizes, such 
as triangles, cylinders, squares, rectangles and arches, 
these easy to clean, durable vinyl covered blocks are 
ideal for developing positive social interactions and 
problem solving skills. Ranging in size from the cube at 
24cm to cylinder at 71 x 24cmD.  

18cm
67cm

71cm

24cm24cm
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Haba Spilling Funnel

 
149210 Turquoise ..................................  $13.95
Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake. Hold the bottom opening closed 
and fill the spilling funnel with sand and water. Now you 
can decorate your sand pies, add condiments to your 
sand burgers or make amusing trails in the sand. You 
could even write your name. The Spilling Funnel inspires 
creativity and encourages dexterity. Size: 16cmH  
Age: 3+ yrs

Haba Sand Sieve Magic

 
149216 ................................................  $22.95
Watch what happens as the strong Polypropylene plastic 
sieves have different sized holes and let different sized 
grains of sand through. The transparent bucket allows 
you to watch everything closely. Size: Bucket 17cmH 
Age: 18+ mths

Haba Sand Monster Set

 
149213 4pcs .........................................  $21.95
Ingenious individual moulds let you create your very 
own sand monster. Make them as long as you like, 
with as many legs as you like, but beware... once the 
fun starts, they soon multiply. The kit includes a head, 
body, tail and a foot for letting imaginations run wild.  
Size: 22.7 x 12.6 x 10.9cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Haba Large Sand Garden Set

 
149212 4pcs .........................................  $21.95
Create sand impressions of flowers, fine leaves and 
branches or beautiful butterflies. Fill your moulds and 
press out onto the sand, then flip the moulds and use 
the stamp on the back to create fine detail and another 
dimension to your art. Size: 15 x 27.9 x 8.8cmH  
Age: 18+ mths

Haba Sand Ball Track Shaper

 
149211 2pcs .........................................  $15.95
This great sand toy is perfectly sized for little hands. Use 
the tool to create new tracks, over and over again in the 
sand. Add the ball and you have an on the go ball track. 
Wash the tracks away and create a new design for 
brand new fun. Size: 18.5 x 9.2 x 5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Haba  
Amphibious Vehicle

 
149215 ................................................  $39.95
With extra large floor friendly wheels and a handle that’s 
easy to grasp and carry, the HABA Amphibious Vehicle 
is a perfect toy for the sandpit. It makes cool tracks when 
used in the sand and floats when “driven” into the water. 
Size: 21 x 20 x 14cmH Age: 18+ mths

Haba Boating Set

 149214 3pcs ...............................................................................................................................  $39.95
This 3 piece boat set makes water play even more fun by pushing the paddle steamer along, the paddle wheel goes 
into motion. The paddle wheel also turns quickly when water from the submarine is poured over it. The rubber dinghy 
has holes, so when lifted you can watch how the water comes trickling out drop by drop. Made from heavy duty 
polypropylene plastic (PP), strong and tough for water play fun. Size: 27.2 x 15.2 x 11.1cmH Age: 12+ mths
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Epic Tower Game

 
143315 55pcs ................................................................................... $99.95
The Epic Tower game is played by taking one wooden block out of the tower at a time & placing 
it on the top. The game ends once a block or blocks fall from the tower. Proudly Australian 
made, consisting of 54 individually handmade, sanded wooden blocks and a 30 x 30cm 
base board. The game begins at a height of 38cm & 21cm wide. Supplied with rules.   
Age: 3+ yrs

Wooden Giant Four in a Row
 143314 77 x 24 x 64cmH ................................................................ $299.95

Connect four of your coloured plastic discs in a row, either vertically, horizontally or diagonally, 
while preventing your opponent from doing the same. It includes a lightweight frame and 42 x 
9cm discs (21 Yellow and Red colours). This huge Wooden four  Age: 3+ yrs

Egg and Spoon & Sack Races

 
143313 21pcs ................................................................................... $64.95
Two games in one. The traditional Egg and Spoon race is a classic relay or single 
race game, with 6 assorted coloured eggs (6cm) and spoons (24cm). Difficulty can be 
increased by having participants carry the spoon with both hands, with their teeth, or 
have their hands tied behind their backs and even hopping on one foot. Sack Racing 
has also existed for many years with children competing against each other in 6 different 
coloured sacks (42cmW x 74cmL) or in relay groups to see who is the first to cross the 
line by hopping on two feet while contained within the sack.  Age: 3+ yrs

Giant Snakes & Ladders and Dots 
Games

 

143316 18pcs .....................................  $139.95
Two Games in one. Snakes & Ladders and Dots are both 
played on a giant 1.5 x 1.5 metre mat. On the Snakes 
& Ladders side, the race is on to reach the end square. 
Climb the Ladders and zip to the top.. but if you land 
on a snake it will make you slide back down again. 
This game can be played from 2-8 players. On the Dots 
side, it will have participants in knots, literally. With a 
flick of the arrow you can see what’s next as you keep 
your balance to have all your hands and feet on the mat. 
Left hand Yellow, keep on reaching, right foot Red. Keep 
your knees and elbows off the ground. Should you fall 
or your knee and elbows touch the mat, You are OUT. 
Last player standing WINS. The set includes a giant play 
mat (1.5 x 1.5m), 4 pins to be able to secure it in to 
the ground. An inflatable dice (50 × 50cm), 1 wooden 
dice (9 × 9cm), 8 assorted coloured tokens (9cm), 
wooden spinning board, carry bag and a set of rules.   
Age: 3+ yrs
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Follow The Big Foot Game

 

130270 ................................................. $64.95
Learn to co-operate and co-operate to learn. A game 
consisting of the completion of footprint circuits to find 
hidden Bigfoot. Throw the dice to choose the route, 
complete the circuit by stepping over and placing the 
footprints backwards and watch out for the distractors 
and obstacles. You will need to overcome them to keep 
going and find Bigfoot. The included teaching guide 
describes incredible game dynamics using the dice of 
courses and obstacles. Contains 12 flexible footprints, 
6 left & 6 right, 2 soft course dice, 1 soft obstacle and 
distraction dice, 1 Big Foot figure and 1 instructional 
guide.  Age: 4+ yrs

Mindful Kids Game
 130271 ............................................................................................ $89.95

The best way to conduct relaxation and self-awareness exercises within a game. Includes 
36 activities, techniques and games geared to improving children´s mental and physical 
health. Contains 1 spinning top, 6 plastic discs and 1 teaching guide.  Age: 2+ yrs

Haba Terra Kids Block  
& Tackle Pulley

 

149217 ............................. $63.95
Perfect for the tree house, cubby house or 
playground, the HABA Terra Kids Block & 
Tackle kit is a whole lot of fun. Children will 
experience and understand basic physics 
while playing and can load up to 30kg 
to a height of 3m. Equipped with a 9m 
rope, 2 pulleys - one with a reverse eye 
- and 2 quick links, you can double your 
mechanical advantage for easy lifting of 
your precious objects. Awesome for little 
tinkerers, the kit can be disassembled 
and the parts used for other projects.   
Age: 6+ yrs

Haba Block & Tackle Pulley

 

149218 ............................ $149.95
The HABA Block & Tackle Pulley, allows 
children to experience and understand 
physics through play. Equipped with 2 
loose and 2 fixed reels, it is possible to 
quadruple energy conservation. Attach the 
supplied textile tension belt to the ceiling, 
a tree or a staircase rail, but make sure 
your hook is solid enough to withstand the 
weight. The Block and Tackle is made of 
solid beech wood, includes a 6m long 
rope and has a maximum weight capacity 
of 80kg. Such an easy way to get things 
up and into your tree house.  Age: 3+ yrs

Blue Ribbon Balance Board  
131404 Zig Zag ....................................  $84.95
131411 Loop .........................................  $84.95
131412 Spiral .......................................  $84.95

Zig Zag

Spiral

Loop

131412T Set of 3 ................................................................. $229.95
Stand on the board and manoeuvre the marble along the groove from one 
side to the other. The Balancing Board has a permanently attached clear 
view top to keep the marble fully contained. Encourages concentration and 
balancing skills. Can also be achieved by hand. A set of all 3 Blue Ribbon 
balancing boards. Size: 29 x 47 x 5cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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VEGEPOD CONTAINER GARDEN 
KITS PROVIDE THE PERFECT 

INTRODUCTION TO GARDENING 
FOR CHILDREN 

CHILDREN LEARN THROUGH PLAY 
AND GROW THROUGH GROWING!

allowing 
for toddler 

height 
gardening

Optional TrolleySelf Watering 

wicking 
reservoir 
system 
reduces 

watering 
by 80%

Protective Cover

includes 
overhead 
misters

Class Plan:

To introduce the lesson, sit in a circle with the children and introduce them to the idea of the Centre’s new 

garden. Talk about all the great things you hope to grow together. Discuss the first step in doing so is to 

construct the Vegepods. Ask for volunteers to help the educators do so. Explain that there will be some 

jobs best done by the educators and others they can be the experts doing.

Jobs the children can assist in may include:

•  Sorting all the same parts into separate containers or areas so they can be easily accessed when 

needed.

•  Passing parts to the educators or assisting educators to put sections of the Vegepod together.

•  Fitting pieces of the top Vegepod sections together.

•  Fastening the screws to the bolts/wingnuts securely.

•  Fastening the trays that sit inside the Vegepod together with the cable ties.

•  Helping to collect any rubbish or dismantle cardboard packaging for other uses or recycling.

•  Adding KindyGarden mascot stickers to the side of the Vegepods.

Explain to the children the process of going outside to the Vegepod to each take it in turns helping, or 

watching depending on their preference. It is expected that children will show varying degrees of interest 

in the task of construction.

Afterwards, talk to the class about what they think the next step would be in getting the garden growing 

(hint: compost and planting!)

Closure: 

Explain to the children the next step will be to fill the Vegepod with compost. Move onto lesson 2.

Clean up: 

Ensure any left over parts and all packaging  

is cleared away. Secure Vegepod canopy  

securely to Vegepod.

Lesson 1: 

Constructing your Vegepod

Introduction: 

This lesson plan provides a guide on how to include 

children in the construction of the Vegepod.

Purpose: 

The purpose of this lesson is to engage the children 

in the setup of the Vegepod and construction of the 

Vegepods using teamwork. 

Learning objectives:

Work together to build the Vegepod.

Resources required:  

Vegepod as packaged including parts and  

instructions

These lesson planners were developed in collaboration with Dr Kate Neale  

and Mitchell Hutchinson, First Years Consultancy. www.firstyears.com.au

Please cite Neale, K. and Hutchinson, M.(2017) Vegepod’s Kindy Garden Lesson 

Planners: Constructing Your Vegepod. First Years consultancy.

All photographs copyrighted to  @mylittlesheshed

Class Plan:
To introduce the lesson, sit in a circle with the children and reflect on the previous work done with the Vegepod. Explain 

what a great job has been done by working as a team to get the Vegepod up and running. Share some photos with the 

group from each of the stages and ask children what parts they were involved in or enjoyed most. 

Explain that today’s jobs will include going out to the Vegepod to explore what could be ready for harvest. Refer to 

Vegepod growing guides as a reference to know when to harvest. Assign children to be in charge of certain vegetable 

harvesting or washing the produce that is ready to eat. 
Harvest appropriate produce and collect into baskets or containers to take to washing station. Close by either sharing 

and sampling the harvest produce or storing it to be used later.
Closure: 
Explain to the children that they can continue to check on the Vegepod’s every day and keep an eye out for vegetables 

that are ready for harvest (but that they shouldn’t touch the Vegepod or its plants unless with an educator and it’s the 

responsibility of the Vegepod Carers.Clean up: 
• Tip out washing bucket, scissors and any other tools.

• Collect and collate vegetable cards
• Children to wash hands• Pack away items for next child’s use.

Lesson 5: 

Harvesting from the Vegepod

These lesson planners were developed in collaboration with Dr Kate Neale and Mitchell 

Hutchinson, First Years Early Childhood Consulting. www.firstyears.com.au 

Please cite Neale, K. and Hutchinson, M.(2017) Vegepod’s Kindy Garden Lesson Planners: 

Harvesting from the Vegepod. First Years Early Childhood Consulting. 

All photographs copyrighted to  @mylittlesheshed

Introduction: 
This lesson plan follows on from  “Lesson 3: Planting in your Vegepod” and the continuing 

work of the Vegepod carer (Lesson 4). Purpose: 
The purpose of this experience is so children can 
learn when produce is ready to harvest and enjoy the 

fruits of their labour (literally!) It links to the services 

sustainability policy and encourages healthy eating 
practices among the children.Learning objectives:Successfully harvest from the Vegepod.

Resources required:  •  Children’s gloves•  Scissors to cut produce during  harvest, or hand shovel to free produce from soil.
•  Basket or container to hold the harvest.
•  Bucket of clean water for washing.
•  Vegetable information guides to compare pictures to 

produce to see if ready to harvest.•  Camera and reflection sheets to take photos and  
write notes.

Other resources: Resources to make a sign that indicates how many fruits 

were harvested for each specific plant. This could be 

kept and compared to future harvests to try to determine 

which harvest grew more or less fruit and why (seasonal, 

major weather events etc).

When to grow: 
I can grow ALL YEAR ROUND in Australia depending on where you live. 

How to plant: 
Plant my seeds in a hole about 1cm deep or seedlings 10cm apart. If you plant seeds and the seedlings grow close 
together, you can separate them by carefully lifting out of the ground with a gardening fork and replanting one by one 
further apart. I don’t grow very well next to beetroot, but can grow well next to peas and lettuce.

How to harvest: 
With a gardening fork, loosen the ground around the carrot. You should start 
to see it wiggle in the soil. Once it looks loose, hold onto the carrot stalks 
(down near the base and gently lift it out of the soil. If it is hard to pull out, the 
soil might need a bit more loosening with the fork as you pull. Make sure you 
wash it well. It is great to have a bucket with water nearby to soak the carrots 
as you harvest.

When to eat: 
I’m ready to eat when I look like this in 15-18 weeks from planting. When the 
top of the carrot is about the size of a golf ball, I’m yummy and tender to eat. 
But I can grow bigger if you want!

You can eat me raw (without my skin and grated up) in a salad or cut into 
carrot sticks to eat with a healthy dip like hummus. You can even use me in a 
cake! You can also roast me in some olive oil and eat warm or cold. Another 
idea is make amazing coloured juices by mixing me with apple or beetroot or 
orange juices.

My seeds look like this:

(It will take about 18-21 days for my 
seeds to sprout into seedlings) As a seedling, I look like this:

Keep the top of the carrot covered 
with soil all the time to stop it going 
hard and cracking.

AUTUMN  
& WINTER

LATE SUMMER  
TO LATE WINTER

EARLY WINTER  
TO EARLY SPRING

A GROWING GUIDE

Carrots

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
These growing guides were developed in collaboration with Dr Kate Neale and Mitchell 
Hutchinson, First Years Early Childhood Consulting. www.firstyears.com.au 
Please cite Neale, K. and Hutchinson, M.(2017) Vegepod’s Kindy Garden Growing Guides, 
First Years Early Childhood Consulting. All photographs copyrighted to  @mylittlesheshed

FREE KINDYGARDEN  
PROGRAM MATERIALS
WITH EVERY POD PURCHASE

LINKS TO EYLF AND NQS A&R’S 
EDUCATOR NOTES  

ACTIVITY & LESSON PLANS   
GROWING GUIDES   
RECORDS AREA

Vegepod Raised Garden Bed with Garden Cover

 144080 Small 1 x 0.5m ..................................................................... $179.95
Measures 1 x 0.5m and is ideal for a balcony or small area, yet is large enough to grow 
plenty of herbs, salads and leafy greens. It has a growing depth of 26cm, measures 
103cm in height. All Vegepod’s are made from UV stabilised, food-safe polypropylene. 
Requires 4 x 25 litre bags of good potting soil.  

Vegepod Raised Garden Bed with Garden Cover  
144081 Medium 1 x 1m .................................................................. $289.95
Measures 1 x 1m and is ideal for a courtyard or medium sized area, yet is large enough 
to grow plenty of herbs, salads, leafy greens and other vegetables. It has a growing 
depth of 26cm, measures 103cm in height. All Vegepod’s are made from UV stabilised, 
food-safe polypropylene. Requires 9 x 25 litre bags of good potting soil.  

Low Trolley (Optional)

CHECK OUT PAGE 
614

OF OUR 2019 EARLY 
EDUCATIONAL 
CATALOGUE

FOR MORE
INFO ABOUT

VEGEPOD

Vegepod Raised Garden Bed with Garden Cover  

144082 Large 2 x 1m ......................................................................................................................................................................................................  $399.95
The large unit measures 2 x 1m and is ideal for a larger courtyard with enough capacity to grow enough herbs, salads, leafy greens and other vegetables to feed your whole 
classroom. It has a growing depth of 26cm, measures 103cm in height. All Vegepod’s are made from UV stabilised, food-safe polypropylene. Requires 18 x 25 litre bags of good 
potting soil.  

Available for 
Small and 
Medium

144083 Vegepod Raised Garden Bed Low Trolley - Small 1 x 0.5m  ..... $159.95144084 Vegepod Raised Garden Bed Low Trolley - Medium 1 x 1m ..... $189.95

Vegepod Gardens
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Jarrah & Hardwood Outdoor  
158966T Mud Kitchen with Back Board & Pump .... $999.95
158968T Mud Kitchen Prep Station with Back Board ...$849.95
158968U Mud Kitchen & Prep Station with Back  

Boards Complete Set 3pcs................$1,599.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 109cmH 

Wooden Tree 
Bucket

 

137139 ...... $42.95
This charming wooden 
bucket is handmade 
from recycled Teak tree 
branches and will bring 
a nostalgic feel to the 
classroom. Children 
can forage around the 
classroom or outside for 
resources to fill the bucket 
or it can be simply used 
to transport water, mud 
or sand.  

Wooden Water Play Funnel

 137143 20cmH .....................................  $24.95
No mud kitchen is complete without a funnel. It is 
recommended the funnel is occasionally rubbed with 
coconut oil or beeswax to maintain. A great practical life 
skill activity for the children.  

Crochet  
String Bag

 137158 Natural 21cmH .........................  $13.50
From transporting blocks, gathering nuts, sustainable 
shopping role play or carrying precious treasures, are 
all possible with this child-size hand crochet string bag.  

Wooden  
Mortar  
& Pestle

 137142 Mushroom 7 x 8cmH ..................  $21.95
Mortar and Pestles are great tools to develop and 
strengthen fine and gross motor skills in addition to 
coordination skills. This mushroom mortar & pestle is 
perfect for creating potions or grinding chalk into powder 
to create your own paint pigment.  

Wooden Drinking Cups

 
137160 Set of 4 .....................................  $31.95
These 4 hand made wooden cups are the perfect size for 
small hands. A sustainable, natural addition to a home 
corner kitchen play set. The cups are finished in a food 
grade oil, therefore, are suitable for drinking from and 
are also dishwasher safe. Size: 7 x 6cmH 

Wooden Cup & Saucers

 137161 Set of 2 .....................................  $31.95
No more dangerous chipped crockery or plastic. This 
gorgeous tea set for two, includes 2 cups, 2 saucers 
and 2 spoons in a convenient calico bag to store it all. 
Size: 12 x 5cmH 

Natural Teak Home Corner Tableware Set
 136718 6pcs .........................................  $46.95

The timber plates measure 13cm and 20cm, the bowl is 
10cmW and 6.5cmH, whilst the knife, fork and spoon 
are around 17cmL.  Age: 3+ yrs

Natural Teak Bowl & Scoops/Cookware
 136717T 4pcs ......................................... $89.95

Set contains the Natural Teak Mixing Bowl & Spoon, 
Frying Pan and Saucepan.  Age: 3+ yrs

Bamboo & Wooden Tongs

 
137134 3pcs .........................................  $29.95
Three wooden tongs of varying sizes, each requiring a 
different approach for use. Two are made from Bamboo 
with an end wound in rope to make applying pressure 
slightly more challenging. The largest tong is 24cm 
ranging to the smallest at 11cm.  

Wooden Rolling Pins
 137135 3pcs .........................................  $29.95

At 15, 16 & 18cm and in different shades and thickness, 
these are perfectly sized for small hands to manipulate 
and made from solid wood.  

Wooden  
Mini Scoops

 137136 3pcs .........................................  $27.95
A great resource in sand therapy and sand play. Each 
scoop is a different design and shade of timber and 
range in size from 9.5 to 11cm, which makes them 
perfect for little hands to grasp.  

Wooden Scoop

 137159 Large 20cm ...............................  $19.95
How many scoops of sand can fill a bucket?. This high 
quality wooden scoop has a handle that is perfect for a 
child’s grip and it is also robust enough to deal with the 
rigors of outdoor sand and play.  

Playing is a fundamental part of early 
education, as it encourages children 
to learn, develop and grow while 
they have fun. 

Mud Kitchen Play
Mud Kitchen Play
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Birth  
and Beyond

 
160609 ................................................  $39.95
Supporting educators in the early childhood field to 
deeply understand the specific needs and priorities of 
this age group and be able to transfer this knowledge 
into meaningful environments, practice and programs. 
52 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

STEM  
Detectives

 160610 ................................................  $45.50
Identifying and supporting science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) in children’s play. 
95 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

Bring STEM  
to Life

 160616 ................................................  $39.95
This is a book dedicated to STEM. Understanding and 
recognising science, technology, engineering and maths 
in play. 44 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

Help, I’ve Just Started Teaching

 160611 ................................................  $45.50
A support guide and valuable resource for students, 
graduates, room leaders, mentor teachers, 
centre directors and tertiary staff. 76 pages.  
Size: 205 x 292mm 

How  
Children Learn

 
160612 Book 1, New & Improved Edition .  $54.95
A comprehensive and accessible account of 
educational theorising with additional emphasis on 
what practice looks like along with common criticisms 
as well as the influence of each theory. 119 pages.  
Size: 205 x 292mm 

Time to Move
 160614 ................................................  $45.50

Supporting physical development in the early years. 
How to observe, assess and plan for progress. 92 
pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

Adventurous Play

 
160615 ................................................  $45.50
A practical interpretation of the thoughts and ideas 
that underpin the meeting of children’s developmental 
needs and acknowledges the critical role of providing 
play opportunities needed by children. 90 pages.  
Size: 205 x 292mm 

Health  
and Wellbeing

 
160617 ................................................  $39.95
This resource invites educators to reflect on the three main 
strands of growing and developing, physical wellbeing 
and emotional wellbeing. It also provides checklists that 
consider the best possible experiences and outcomes for 
the child. 57 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

Inclusive  
Practice

 160618 ................................................  $39.95
Offers essential guidance on how to plan and resource 
a genuinely inclusive environment. It will also help early 
childhood educators and teams put inclusive practice 
into action. 52 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 

Child  
Development

 160619 ................................................  $39.95
Child Development focuses on three key areas of the 
developing child, the child as a skilful communicator 
and the child as competent learner. 76 pages.  
Size: 205 x 292mm 

50 Fantastic  
Ideas for Exploring Emotions

 
160620 ................................................  $36.95
This book contains activities that will help children 
to understand, explore and manage their own 
emotions and those of others through discussion, 
observation, stories, songs and movement. 65 pages.  
Size: 205 x 292mm 

Child  
Initiated  
Early Writing

 160621 ................................................  $39.95
This book is about finding many different ways to make 
the writing process fun and productive for both the 
child and the educator during the years before formal 
schooling begins. 48 pages. Size: 205 x 292mm 
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First Aid & Janitorial

Himalayan Salt Lamps
Himalayan Salt Lamps are known 
to reduce fatigue, electromagnetic 
pollution and improve concentration. 
In a classroom, salt lamps can create a 
tranquil, relaxing mood and therefore 
could assist children with anxiety. They 
also help improve air quality and reduce 
airborne bacteria and irritants that can 
trigger Asthma and allergies.

140439 Extra Large 15 to 19kg ...............  $89.95
Size: up to 40cmH 140433 Ceramic Bubble .........................  $99.95

Our beautiful aroma diffusers offer many functions that can benefit both health and wellbeing. Unlike 
traditional oil burners or incense, they don’t require candles or matches so are a much safer option. Simply 
put 2-3 drops of essential oil in the water tank and plug in. This is then dispersed as a mist into the air and 
inhaled to energise or calm, depending on the essential oil chosen. The mist button stops automatically 
when the water is low. The humidifier generates moisture and negative ions from the water and steam which 
assist breathing, can provide allergy and sinus relief, and also cleanse and purify the air if using oils with 
antibacterial properties. The aroma diffuser also has a beautiful LED light function, emitting a calming glow 

which moves through different colours or can be set to a specific colour.
Note: Use essential oils that are safe for children as some oils are not safe when they settle on the skin and 

then are potentially ingested.

Good hygiene is essential for all childcare centres, 
kindergartens and schools. This Automatic Hand 
Soap Foam Dispenser has a sensor which reduces the 
possibility of cross contamination. Using the foaming 
soap dispenser is more cost efficient than liquid 
soap, as 0.4ml is dispensed each time allowing for 
approximately 2,000 washes per 800ml Foam Soap 
lotion pod (Sold separately code: 157291A). The 
disposable pods are very easy to load and the unit 
is lockable to prevent little hands from accessing the 
pod. When washing hands, simply place your hands 
underneath the sensor. The sensor will automatically 
activate the pump, which dispenses the soap. The 
unit is powered by 3 x C Alkaline batteries (Sold 
separately code: 124827) with extra low battery 
consumption when in standby and comes with screws 

and adhesive to attach to walls.

LED Aroma Diffuser & Humidifier

140434 Wooden Ultrasonic Volcano ........  $99.95

Solo Pak No Rinse Sanitiser  
153773A 750ml Refill Including Pump................................................................................................$31.95
153773B Box of 4 x 750ml Refills & 1 Pump ...................................................................................  $109.95
153773C Empty 750ml Labelled Spray Bottle ......................................................................................  $8.50
153773D Replacement Label Only .....................................................................................................  $1.10
Solo Pak No Rinse Sanitiser is a concentrated quaternary ammonium compound based liquid sanitiser which is suitable 
for use in commercial food preparation areas. Spray diluted sanitiser solution onto food contact surfaces to control micro 
organism levels between kitchen uses. Each 750ml bottle of No Rinse Sanitiser is used at the rate of two pumps per 
Spray Bottle to make 93 x 750ml spray bottles with an effective cost of 34 cents per bottle.

Alcohol Free  
Foaming  
Hand Sanitiser

 
153756 500ml ......................................  $13.95
This Australian-made, antibacterial, alcohol-free instant 
hand sanitiser, is a quick and easy way to maintain 
good hand hygiene without the need for soap or water. 
Equipped with a unique foaming dispenser pump and 
contains an Aloe Vera moisturiser. Simply apply a small 
amount directly to your hands and rub together until dry.

Automatic  
Foam Soap Dispenser 
Wall Mountable

 157200 (SD-800)...... $79.95
This dispenser is NOT available 
under the Free-On-Loan agreement. 
Size: 9 x 12 x 24cmH 

Hand Soap Foam Lotion  
157291A 800ml Pod ............................................................  $16.95
157291 800ml Pods 10pk ................................................  $149.95
These disposable hand soap foam lotion pods have a pleasant scent and 
provide a soft and creamy lather for gentle hand washing. For use only with 
the Automatic Foam Soap Dispenser (Sold separately code: 157200), which 
dispenses a controlled 0.4ml per wash, allowing for approximately 2,000 
washes per 800ml pod. Size: 8 x 11 x 20.5cm 

Automatic Foam 
Soap Dispenser
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46 Commercial Drive, Lynbrook (VIC) & see for yourself!
COME VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

NEW CENTRE OR RENOVATION?

CONTACT SHARON
Our National Business  

Development Manager on  
1300 365 268 / 0413 440 823  
or sdonnellan@bellbird.com.au

Phone Sharon today, who will actively 
listen and will put together a comprehensive 
and well thought out list of resources that 

compliment your service’s pedagogy.

ASK BELLBIRD TO CREATE 
A CUSTOMISED QUOTE 
UNIQUE TO YOUR  
SERVICE’S PEDAGOGY

BELLBIRD, YOUR DEDICATED EARLY 
EDUCATION RESOURCE SUPPLIER...

WEB
Order online at
www.bellbird.com.au

PHONE
Contact us on  
1300 365 268

enquire@bellbird.com.au
EMAIL

WAYS TO ORDER. 

STAY CONNECTED.
Stay connected with all the latest 
news, offers and promotions. 
Like and share your classroom 
teaching ideas, playscenes 
inspirations & much more.

Early Educational Resources
www.bellbird.com.au    Phone 1300 365 268


